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Bettyan.dBarneyHiUandtheirDachshundDels,ey Tabloids played up the NBC-TV movie "The UFO
with a drawing ofthe spaceship that followed them Incident", which was based on the Hill's story of alien
through Franconia Notch.
abduction.

LO NG BEFO RE THE X-FILES ,
PORTSM OUTH COUPLErS ABDUCTIO N
STORY CREATED A SENSATIO N
by Roger Amsden
News Corresponderu

The fall of 1961 saw Roger
Maris of the New York Yankees
trying to break Babe Ruth's
homerun record, international
tensions were high because of
the Berlin Wall crisis as the Soviet Union's Nikita 'Kruschev
tried to test the will and determination of a young ·American · Barney and Betty Hill with Delsey,
president. And one of the favor- who was with them when they went
ite television shows was "The through Franconia Notch in 1961.
Outer Limits", · a kind of lineal
successor to Rod Serling's 'The
But that report would seiVe as
Twilight Zone", which had cap- at least some kind of obseiVed
tivated American Viewers with confirmation for an · event, still
,ts tales of the bizarre and the · unexplained, which become the
unusual 9uring the 1950s.
most famous alien abduction
It was against this backdrop story ever.
that an unusual radar sighting
The Betty and Barney Hill
was recorded at Pease Air Force story involved two ordinary
Base; right next to Portsmouth, people whose lives were forever
changed by·somethmg that hap- ·
New Hampsh~e.
Report No. 100-1-61, says:
pened on the night of .Sept. 19"... a strange incident occurred 20, 196.1, something which sti~
at 0214 local on 20 Sept.
remains a mystery to this day.
No importance was attached to
The Hills were an interracial
the incident at the time."·
couple. Barney, 39, who was
a planet, but then noticed
it was moving. Barney ·a t
first thought it was a satellite or aircraft. But Betty.
whose sister had reported
seeing a UFO. thought that
the light was something
unusual.
When they stopped the
car to let Delsey do her
business. they observed
the object with .a pair of
binoculars. By the time
they reached the Flume in
Franconia Notch. they noticed that the object had
grown in size. Barney said
it would dart away to the
west and then back, coming closer each time.

When they reached the
Indian Head, just south of
the Notch, Barney stopped
the car again and looked at
the object with the binoculars. He said that he could
now see multi-colored
lights and rows ofwindows
on a huge pancake-shaped
object only a hundred feet
away.
As he walked closer to
the craft he said that he
could see occupants standing inside, one of which he
said seemed to be the
"leader." The frightened
Barney ran back to the car.
started it and drove off
quickly towards the south.

black, worked as a mail sorter,
commuting 120 miles .e very
workday from Portsmouth to
Boston. Betty, 41, was a social
worker. Both were active in their
church and civil rights movement.
The time~ ·were difficult for
mixed race couples and the Hills.
·feeling the need to get away from
pressure, had taken a short vacation in Montreal, where, hearing a weather report of an impending hurricane, they decided
to cut their vacation short and
return home. With them in the
car was their pet Dachshund,
Delsey.
. After crossing from Quebec
into New Hampshire they
stopped in Colebrook for a
burger and continued on down
Rte. 3 to Lancaster. where at
about 10: 15 p .m .. Barney noticed a light in the sky below the
moon, and called Betty's attention to it.
At first the Hills thought it was
The Hills could no longer
see the object but heard a
beeping noise. When they
heard the beeping noise
again they found that they
were in Ashland, some 35
miles south of the Indian
Head, and drove home to
Portsmouth without fur~
ther incident.
The Hills had expected to
arrive home at 3:00 a.m .
but were shocked to find
that it was 5:30 a.m. when
they anived.
Betty called her sister the
next day and was alarmed
by her suggestion that
some type of radiation may
have been involved. Think-

ing that a compass could
detect radiation (it can't)
Betty took a compass. out
to the car, where she saw
"a dozen or more shiny
·circles scattered on the
surface of the trunk, each
perfectly circular and
about the size of a silver
dollar."
The compass did not
move when placed on other
areas of the car, but would
spin wildly when placed on
one of the shiny spots.
That convinced the Hills
that' something unusual
had taken place and they
filed a report of the UFO
with Pease Air Force Base.
which years later revealed
that its radar had ·regis:tered an "unknown" at virtually the same time that
the Hills had passed
through Franconia. Notch.
(Some reports have said
that two jets were
scrambled to try and locate
the intruder.)
In October 1961, . the
Hills met with Walter
Webb, chiefleCturer for the
Boston
Museum
of
Sciences's Charles Hayden
Planetarium, an investigator with NICAP (National
Investigations Committee
on Aerial Phenomenon).
Webb, who was highly
skeptical. made the couple
aware of the lost time on
their return tr.i p, which

The sinsiter looking alien
leader from the NBC-TV
movie "The UFO Incident."
raised the issue in their
own minds of what had
happen.e·d to them during
that lost time.
Soon after the encounter,
both Hills began expertendng physical and psychological effects from the
experience . Betty had
nightmares in which she
found herself being taken
aboard tl1e UFO and examined by small. humanoid
beings. Barney began to
suffer from high blood
pressure, ulcers, exhaustion, and a strange circle of
warts around his groin
area.
(c ontinued o n p age 2)

(continued from page 1 - WEIRS TIMES, Weirs Beach, NH - March 10, 2005)

Betty Hill
something
of a cult figure in UFO
circles after the story of her
abduction by aliens.
Both underwent extensive medical examinations
by specialists in 1962 and
eventually were referred to
Dr. Benjamin Simon. a respected psychiatrist and
neurologist with an extensive background In hypnosis therapy.
Dr. Simon began a sixmonth series of hypnosis
therapy ·at the Hill's own

expense, begiililiflg in late
1963. Both Betty and
Barney told Virtually identical stories while under
hypnosis.
They said that their car
stalled and was soon surrounded by a band of little
"humanoid looking men"
dressed in tight fitting
black unifonns and that
they were taken aboard the
craft.
Barney was terrified, saying he felt.like a "rabbit before a predator" and described the sWp's leader as
looking like a "German
Nazi" wearing a · shiny
black jacket, scarf and ·cap.
Betty said a long needle
was inserted into her stomach as part of a "pregnancy
test" while Barney said a
circular device was painfully attached to Ws groin.
extracting a seme,n sample.
Following Betty's examination she was given a
brief tour of the craft, and
when she asked where the
aliens were from she was
shown a star map. After
being told that they would
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culatlng in UFO publicaBut he did not believe
that the abduction actually
tions.
Fuller's book became a took place and his final dinational best seller and agnosis was that Betty's
brought a great deal of at- mind had created dreams
tention to the Hills, culrin- of ·an abduction to fill the
nating in a ·1975 NBC-1V anmesia period, and that
movie 'The UFO Incident". Barney's mind, when he
starringJames Earl Jones heard the content of her
dreams, had . unconsciously absorbed her
dreams.
·
But the star map that
Betty produced under hypnosis created yet another
mystery. as it showed stars
wWch were not known to
exist at the time. of the alleged abduction. In 1969
astronomers located these
previously unknown stars
in the double star system
of Zeta Reticuli 1 arid Zeta
Reticuli 2, some 220 trillion miles and 37 light
years from earth. The new
stars were in the exact loEstelle Parsons portrayed Betty Hill and James Earl Jones cation of the star map that
played the role of Barney Hill in "The UFO Incident."
Betty Hill had drawn several years earlier.
of UFO publications. the as Barney Hill and Estelle
Betty Hill died peacefully
story was generally un- Parsons as Betty.
.
in her sleep on October 17.
known to the public until
Barney Hill died of a ce- 2004 and was buried in
1966, when Look magazine rebral hemorrhage in Exeter. the site of another
published a two-part ex- 1969, while Betty went on UFO incident which John
cerpt of a book by John G. and became a celebrity in Fuller had written about.
Fuller entitled 'The Inter- the UFO community.
Dr. Simon:, the psychiarupted Journey." ·s ome details had surfaced in. 1965 trist who worked with the
in newspaper accounts Hills, said ·he did not bebased on information cir- lieve that they were lying~

not be able to remember
their abduction, the pair
were released back to their
car; arid the UFO, appearing like a huge, blight orange ball, flew away. Even
. though the Hill's encounter was c.i rculated among
. their friends and a couple
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"This is how we let our creative sick: just
have fun and nor be serious," says Shirley
Leif, a supervisor at Roswell 's Easee rn New Mexico Medical Center. Lcif
and dozens of ocher hospital employees
spenc two monchs working on chcir
troph y-winning Star lflarJ floac.
The fustivJ.I, scheduled July I-{ eel- Alien-attired attendees roam the streets during the annual Roswell (N.M.) UFO Festival.
...J
ebmtt-s the cown's mosc F.un<>us t-vent-the wrocc che firsc newspaper article about a
"Some p<.~>plc W<ll;kl prefer R<~.:vc;ll be.
"Roswdl Jnddent."
0
"nying SULK'er" " ti:w days atrer the crashknown as a dairy town ," she adds. "One
a:
Sornetime in July 19:n, something chat chey m~trt"<l chc lnternacional UFO
day ac the museum, I mer someone
a. Nancy Fleming helps daughter Sienna
z prepare for the alien costume contest. cmshed in the <."<tscem New Mexim dt"Sert . l() Museum and Resc.•arch Center in 1991.
from Siberi:i. Now, I wouldn't come
m iles outside of Roswell. The first report said
1l1e mw;eum, houst'll in a 1940s-em
c
from the other side of the world co sec
(.)
that a "flying saucer" had been R'l'OVt'l'{'ll, bm movie theacer, is a popular spoc fill' p<.~>ple
cows, W<lllld you? "
the US. military Iacer identified the cr.lmt'<.l who wanr co learn more abouc Uniden"Evt•rybody knows Roswell, and it's all
u.l
objecc as a "wt'llther OO!Ioon."
tifit...:l Flying Objeccs, or UFOs. Inside
~
bet11l1Se of chc: aliens," says Barbara Pn.terr,
"1
never
saw
any
of
che
bodies,
bur
I
knew
c
visitors <:an see <1 mlknion of photographs who runs n local RV p1rk. "We gee people
people who did," ·says resident Glenn Dennis, and newspaper scorics fmm the time of
tium all over. I bet I h.md our L<Xl bru·
!:!1. '/\nd people at Walker Air foict. Base
che crash, as well as props used in vnrichures a week fur the UFO Museum."
mlled the funeral home whete I W<Jrk(;'l~ to ous space alien movies. There's even a
Many local merchants make usc of chc
ask about small coffins."
gianr world map showing che location
alien theme fur btl~nes.c;c.'S as vJ.Cicd a.~ bike
The incident made such an impR'SSion of UFO sightings.
shop;, printt't'S and t"J.rp<.'t smres. Even chc
on Dennis and resident Walter Hauc-who
"UFOs are a rdacively fl('W pl'lel10mlcx:al Wal-Mart has a flying saLK't'l' r:Qintttl
erul, arxl people come ht'!'C wanting co be
on che front of irs building.
E-mail your friends this story
c.unvincal one way or anocher," says Julie
Richard Hesse owns Smrchilcl, one of
at www.americanprofile.com
Shustt't', dim:ror of che museum and rescithe first gift shops in Roswell to adopt an
v:ll co-chairperson.
alic..on theme. "When we m<M.'tl here in
For seriOlt~ UFO buffs, the festiv:tl
1991, pt~>ple in cown wert> just beginning
The UFO Museum attracts assorted "aliens!'
includes panel discussions and do:len~ of
co sec che possibiliti<.-s in usinx rhe alien
auchors who give k."Cnlr<.'S and sign bcx>k~
idea co advt:rcise the town."
on rhe subject For others, the festival is
Buc does he I'C'J.IIy think chat it w,ts
putely enrerminmenr, with music concerts,
a flying saut-cr thltt crashed in the desert
appearances by science ficrion celebrities
outsitle of town '58 yt'ltrs Uh'<>?
and an alien coscume contest.
''I'm noc SLJ!'t' whac co believe," Hesse
As for the laccer, Sienna Fleming, 9,
says. '/\ll I cnn say is, it's a blast. I meet
has donned an alien coscunie eac:h year
people from all aver the world, right ht'l'e
since she WdS born. "It's one of the most
in Roswell." :::}
visual pares of the festivJ.J;' says Nancy
Fleming, who helps make her daughter's
Ly11 Kidder i.r e~ freelmt.-e writer in
costume. "We like co do our pnrt to make
1?11idos11, N.M.
it worth mming co st.oe. I chink its fun ro
lmvt crowds once in a while in a quiet little
For- more infonnation, call the
cown like RosweU."
Roswell Chamber- of Commer-ce
Norma McQuaid ancl her htt~band,
at (505) 623-5695 or log on to
Richart!, reriR"<l fivt years%'(> and moved
www.roswellnm.org.
co Hoswell. They boch volunt<."<.'l' at che
museum. ''I'm a _gl't'Crer, and I alw:.tys we-J.r
How did you like this story? Log on
my headbancl with the alien eyes on the
to 'WWW.Omericanpro(lle.comlrate.
antennae:· she says. "The locJ.l paper cnll{'ll
me the Alien Ambas.<;ador.
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alien carrying an

American flag w.1.lks slowly cloWn Main
Srrt'Cr in R~well , N.M. (pop. 4'5 ,293), cmik'll
by a glowing spoccship, a green alien on a
moror smocer and Surr \Vtm rharocce~ rwirlin,u; lighc sabers.
lc's a fitm iliar sire fi,r resiclencs and chous:mds of visitors who line the srn.us to watch
the CI<).';C Erx~llllltt'rs Nighc Pnmd<:. pare of
chc annual Roswell UFO lhrivnl t"ach July.
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ECHO, Ligonier, PA- March 24, 2005

Stan Gordon summarizes 2004's
Bigfoot sightings, .UFO incidents
Mysterious event~ were reported from across looked into several Bigfoot reports which occurred
Pennsylvania during 2004, as. state residents from from August through October in Beaver County.
48 . counties reported strange · encounters and In one case, a man claimed to have seen a large
unusual observations, notes . researcher Stan hairy, creature running in a wooded area near his
Gordon of Greensburg.
.
home. In another case, a woman said she observed
UFO sightiJ?,_gs, encounters with Bigfoot and three creatures moving across a field. For more
other odd creatures, mysterious sounds, strange information on the PBS and PA Bigfoot sightings,
footprints, and unusual ground m(lfkings ·were visit their website at www.pabigjootsociety.com.
among the oddities reported. Gordon who has . Gordon received reports of possible Bigfoot
been researching such mysteries since 1959, has . activity from several locations in Westmoreland
investigated thousands of such reports in past County. Researcher Joe Nemanich gave Gordon
years, but he has never had a frrst-hand encounter details · of a daylight Bigfoot observation which
occurred on July 20 in Tioga County. The witness
with a UFO or Bigfoot.
In 1970, Gordon founded and directed the first of was working at a construct1on site when he
three volunteer research groups which ih\o'estigated observed a dark, hair covered man-like creature
UFO sightings and other phenomena reported by which he estimated to stand seven to .eight feet tall
the public. Since 1993, Gordon has ·continued to standing near a roadway. The creature crossed the
receive current sighting reports, and he documents roadway in three long steps and continued into a
swamp area. The ground cover in the area was
the information as an indepenqent researcher.
Gordon receives reports of ongoing phenomena . found to be smashed down where the creature had
from the Keystone State on his PA UFO Hotline or passed.
via e-mail, as well as through the contacts he
UFO Sightings
maintains with numerous other researchers and
organizations who have similar interests. The
Westmoreland· County - In March, passengers
National UFO Reporting Center (NUFORC) in traveling on a rural road reported that the headSeattle also receives some Pennsylvania UFO lights of their vehicle struck an object sitting on
reports.
the roadway ahead of them~
During the past 45 years that Gordon has inves·T he object was a small metallic cigar-shaped
tigated mys.terious events of various types, he has object. The object rose straight up from the ground
found that on a yearly basis, most UFO sightings in the headlights, then moved off to the right and
and many other strange encounters are explain- . flew out of sight.
able. Many of these reports are detennined to have
Washington County ...:_ Researcher Jim Brown
a natural or man-made origin. ·During 2004, some investigated a UFO sighting which occurred on
UFO sightings were explained as the planet Venus, April 4 near California, PA.
bright meteors, re-entry of space debris, and
The witness reported observing a large triangular
searchlight displays. In past years, some Bigfoot shape over a nearby house. The object had a blue
sightings were detennined to be bear or large light at each corner and appeared to glow. At about
shaggy dogs. Occasionally huge footprints in the the same time, another odd object appeared in the
snow have peen explained as the tracks of a bear ·sky which looked similar to a glass rod. Then a
which took on an odd appearance due to fast- strange fall of sparkling material dropped from the
changing weather conditions. Every year however, sky just as the triangular object traveled quickly
there · are UFO sightings and other anomalies toward the north. The other object had also departed the area.
reported which aren't so easily dismissed.
According to Gordon, people who report strange
In early June, a witness not far from
encounters come from all age groups and back- Punsutawney was looking out her window during
grounds. Oordon has interviewed air traffic con- the evening when she observed a square-shaped
trollers, state troopers, and military . and civilian object about 30 feet above the ground, and about
pilots all whom observed something strange in the 50 feet away from the house.· The object looked as
·
though it was made up of multitudes of light bubsky which they couldn't explain.
Historically, there have been hundreds of report- bles.
ed encounters with Bigfoot creatures from many
While the witness looked on, the object suddenparts of the state. Bigfoot encounters have been ly began to slowly move upward into the sky. As
commonly reported along the Chestnut Ridge by the object -continued to rise, it soon looked just like
observers in Westmoreland, Fayette, and Indiana · a light in the distance.
At about 10:50 p.m. on the night of June 26,
County.
· Besides documenting current strange encount~rs, observers from · Pi~tsburgh to ·Greensburg ·watched
Gordon continues to gather information on the . a brilliant orangish-red object with a long burning
Dec. 9, 1965 UFO crash incident near KeckSburg. trail, moving fast across the sky. The NUFORC
If you have any information on the case, or have received other PA sighting reports from Lancaster
any knowledge of photographs that were taken to Tionesta. The NUFORC also received sightings
during that event, please contact him.
from other states of what appears to have been the
An example of some of the interesting cases same object. The source of these sightings appears
reported in Pennsylvania during 2004 include:
to have been the re-entry of Russian space debris.
To report a UFO sighting, Bigfoot, or other
Bigfoot sightings
strange encounters, contact Stan Gordon by callBigfoot sightings have been reported from vari- in~ his 24 hour PA UFO Hotline at 724-838-7768,
ous locations in the state. The Pennsylvania ore-mail him at: paufo@westol.com.
Bigfoot Society (PBS), which also investigates
Write to Gordon at P.O.Box 936, Greensburg, PA
Bigfoot sightings, received information on possi- 15601. For infomiation on Pennsylvania strange
ble Bigfoot activity from several areas including encounters and the Kecksburg incident, visit Stan
Carbon, Beaver, and Fayette County. The PBS Gordon's website at www.stangordon.com.
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UFO experience
·motivates .book
By GREG SMART
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Courter editor
gsmart@tcnewsnet.com

If you were to ask Huber
Heights
resident
Tim
Hammond where he was on
Nov. 26, 1983, he wouldn't
hesitate with an answer.
The experience has so
changed his life that It has
caused him nightmares as
well as being the driving factor for writing a book "The
Chillicothe UFO Chronicles."
Late that night. Hammond.
a former officer for the
Chillicothe Veterans Affairs
Medical Center, became
aware of this phenomenon
after a ward nurse called
security about lights ln the
sky.
"It reminded me of a Xerox
machine (operating)," said
Hammond. "The beams of
light came across the top of
the car a couple of times. I
wanted to run, but didn't
because where was I going to
run?"
worked
In
Hammond
until
1987.
Chillicothe
However, the lingering nightmares continued and he
began seeing a counselor in

nev~r s~~n ~hat T~-an bon- .
as
objectS~"
. When it cornes to the federal government, interest has apparently waned
almost entirely; Project Blue Book,
the investigation of what were once
called "flying saucers" that was
launched in 1947 and based at WrightPatterson Air Force Base near Dayton, was terminated in 1969.
Among the prqject's conclusions,
according to a fact sheet available
over the base Web site:
"There was no evidence indicating that sightings categorized as
'unidentified' (only 70 I out of a total
of 12,618) were extraterrestrial vehicles."
When it comes to William E. Jones
of Clintonville, interest waxed when
he was a sophomore or junior at West
High School, and it hasn't really
waned since.
"It never quite went away," he said.
Jones, 63, is state director of the
seven-year-old Mutual UFO Network
of Ohio, a chapter of a nonprofit corporation founded in 1969 and now
based in Mon·ison, Colo.
MUFON lnc., according to its Web
site, is "dedicated, through its volunteers, to resolving the scientific
enigma known collectively as unidentified flying objects."
Jones is also on the board of din~c
tors for the J. Allen Hynek Center for
UFO Studies in Chicago, named for
the one-time Ohio State University
astronomy professor who was
involved in Project Blue Book. He
subsequently wrote extensively on
the subject of unidentified flying
objects (see related story).
If you've seen a UFO or know
someone who says they have, Bill
Jones definitely wants to hear from
you .
He's even offering anonymity to
anyone who wants to get in touch
with him to tell their story.
Bill Jones has not himself seen a
UFO.
Nor has Frank Ream~. 58, of Westerville, chief investigator for MUFON
of Ohio.
Nor has John P. Timmerman of
Lakeview in Logan County who, at
8 I, is preparing to step down as treasurer and public relations officer for
the 1. Allen Hynek Center to accede
to his wife's wishes that they do some
traveling together in their sunset years.
But all three men have spoken
extensively with people who claim
to have witnessed UFOs, and they
believe not all, but certainly some of
their stories.
Some of them come across a~ so
very sincere.
'That lends a certain credibility to
this stuff," Jones said in an interview.
"It gives you a totally different view
from what you get just from books.

T im Hammond holds his
new
book
"The
Chillicothe
UFO
Chronicles
·
1992 to help him deal with
the associated fears. He said
he would wake up at 3 or 4
a.m. In the morning screamIng.
Hammond said there was
another UFO incident reported in Chillicoth~ In 1986.
Hammond
Indicated
a
Sheriffs deputy told him
UFO's had been observed
between 1969 and 1987 in
Ross Coun~
He also Indicated that a
Circleville man had observed
UFO's
In
the
Circleville I Chillicothe area
since 1958.
Hammond's book Is 91
pages and Is available
through Xllbrts.com, an online publisher, Amazon.com
and Barnes and Nobles.com.
"Everything I've written
about UFO's Is in here," said
Hammond.
The first time his work was
published was as part of "The
Public
UFO
Illuminator
Research Package" published
In 1990 and The UFO
Encounter Guide In 1991.
Hammond will be sharing
his UFO expertence at 6 p.m.
on June 9 at the Circleville

Ubrary.
Hammond also expects to
be featured on Wake Up
U.S.A., a UFO study radio
show,
hosted
by
Joe
Mongaldo (National Director
for International Community
for Allen Research) an Inter-

estly say would have been one of
these very interesting objects or
events," Timmerman said by telephone from his home southeast of
Lima.
Timmerman has, however, spoken
with what he described as "literally
thousands over the years" who have,
irycluding many members of the militmy in this and other countries.
"In a way, that convinces me that
we are not alone, that I am not. alone,
in our curiosity about this, and perhaps we are not alone,'' said Timmennan, who was chairman of the
CUFOS board of directors from 1980
to 1985.
Their sentiments are echoed by
Hynek himself in his 1972 book "The
UFO Experience: A Scientific
Inquiry."
In the introduction, Hynek wrote:
"In my years of expelience in the
investigation of UFO reporters, one
fact stands out: invariably I have had
the feeling that I wa~ talking to someone who was describing a very real
event. To him or her it represented
an out~tanding experience, vivid and
not at all dreamlike, an event for which
the observer was totally unpn~pm·ecl,
something soon recognized as heing
beyond comprehension."
But those who long for sincere and
serious study of UFOs- people like
Jones and Reams and Timmerman
and their counterparts around the
country and around the world ·-face
something of an uphill battle, :md perhaps always have.
Their desire for scientific facts

"I think a lot of people just ignore
it," he said.
Jones, who graduated from West
High School in 1960, attended Ohio
State University and then went to
Capital University Law School. He
is not a practicing attomey but does
legal work for a well-known local
employer Jones would ruther not name
for, well, obvious reasons. They're
d1e same reasons he offers Monymity
to people willing to get in touch with
him about their expctiences.
John Timmerman. for one. wishes
fear of tidicule no longer existed.
"I think that the individuals of the
world have to open their hearts to
fiiends and say. 'Listen, this is something that really happened,' "he said.
Some UFOiogists, as they are called
these days, think sightings are of
examples of technology the government, for some reason, wishes to keep
secret.
Many, however, sincerely believe
that alien civilizations are paying us
a visit.
"lt's a decent theory that explains
some of the phenomena, "Jones s<1id.
"'n1e one thing J always say is, 'Be
(~a rcful what you wish, it might he
true.' "
"I think other planets would seem
more logical because it fits in our
three-dimensional world," MlJFON
of Ohio chief investigator Ream~ said.
"When you start getting into other
dimensions, it all gets pretty theot-etical."
In their 1975 book, "The Edge of
Reality: A Progress Report on Uniden-

"The UFO repi"CSentsari unkitown '
but real phenomenon. Hs implications
arc f!ir-reaching· and take us to the
very edge of what we consider the
known and real physical environment.."
On the other side of the coin from
Hynek is Philip J. Klass, often considered tht~ world's foremost UFO
skeptic. Klass, who in I976 helped
found the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
l'<.tr<UlOilllal, has written several books
debunking bmed sightings.
In his 1974 work "UFOs
Explained," Kh1ss wrote:
'"!'he idea of wondmus spaceships
from a distant civili1~1tion n:nlly is a
fait}' story that is tailored to thl~ adult
mentality, a fait}' stot'}' in which anyone can become a tirsthand participant simply by keeping an alert eye
peeled toward the skies. The myth of
extraten-estrial visitors will persist ...
·if only because there are so many natural and manmade 'UFOs' to be seen,
and because so many people want to
believe."
Strch sniffing dismissals of so many
sightings over so many years in so
many places by people from so many
walks of life leave Bill Jones practically fuming.
"I don't111ind skeptics," he said.
"I don't like debunkers.
"What is the truth? We don ' t
know."
But Jones thinks the truth is out
there.
Anyone who thinks they have some
is invited to call him at 442-1598.
kpark<J@thlswceknews.com

.

By David Ronj ThisWeel<

William E. Jones Is the director of the Mutual UFO Network of Ohio (MUFON).

(continued on page 5)
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J. Allen Hynek: From 'marsh gas' to 'close encounters'
J. Allen Hynek represented the yin and yang
of UFO investigation.
On the one hand, the former professor of astronomy at Ohio State University is quite possibly
the first person to have employed the "swamp
gas" explanation for a supposed sighting.
Along with "weather balloons" and "meteor
showers," swamp gas has often been used to dismiss such reports.
At the other extreme, it was Hynek who devised
the "Close Encounters of the First, Second and
Third Kind" classification system for humanalien interaction.
Anencounterofthefirstkindinvolvesobserving a UFO within about 200 yards. The second
k.ind details some interaction between the UFO
and the environment.
The occupants of such craft are encountered
in "Close Encounters of the Third Kind," which
became the title of a 1977 film directed by Steven
Spielberg.
Hynek served as technical adviser for the movie,
although many years before that he had broken
w{th the scientific establishment when it came
to UFOs.
"Allen was the first scientist to go public on
the.matter worldwide," said John P. Timmerman
of·Lakeview, Ohio.
Timmerman first became intrigued by unidentif.ied flying objects as a result of newspaper coverage of the supposed crash of one near Roswell,

N.M ., in 1947 while he was an undergraduate at
Cornell University. He is preparing to retire from
his many activities with the Center for UFO Studies, which Hynek founded in 1973.
Josef Allen Hynek was born in Chicago on
May 1, 1910, according to "Who's Who." He
attended the University of Chicago where he
earned a bachelor of science degree in 1931 and
his Ph.D. four years later.
After working at the Applied Physics Lab at
Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore during
World War II, Hynek became a professor of
astronomy at Ohio State University beginning
in 1946. During his time in Ohio, Hynek was
director of both the Perkins and McMillin observatories.
In his 1972 book "The UFO Exper-ience: A
Scientific Inquiry," Hynek recalls that his involvement with the phenomenon came about almost
by accident:
"In my association with the UFO phenomenon I was somewhat like the proverbial ' innocent bystander who got shot."'
Hynek went on to write that when Project Sign,
the precursor to Project Grudge, which was the
precursor to Project Blue Book, the Air Force's
concluding study of UFOs, was launched, he was
called upon.
"I was then director of Ohio State University's
· McMillin Observatory and, as such, the closest
professional astronomer at hand.··

According to Hynt!k's ohituary in The New
York Times, the Air Force in 1966 asked him to
investigate a rash of UFO sightings in Michigan.
His conclusion: "luminous marsh gas, rather than
something from space."
Hynek did go on to add, according to the obituary : "Scientists in the year 2066 may think us
very naive in our denials."
· From 1952 to 1972, Hynek served as a consultant to the Air Force on UFOs, according to
his obituary in The Chicago Tribune.
Although he made many contributions to the
field of astronomy, Hynek once told a reporter
he had no objections to being remembered for
his connection with UFOs .
"I wouldn't mind," he is quoted as saying in
The New York Times obituary. "If I can succeed
in making the study of UFOs scientifically
respectable and do something constructive in it,
then I think that would be a real contribution."
Hynek retired in 1978 after 18 years as professor and chairman of the Department of Astronomy at Northwestern University. His Center for
UFO Studies, which he founded in Evanston,
Ill., was briefly relocated to Scottsdale, Ariz.,
where ne and his wife moved following his retirement.
The center returned to the Chicago area following Hynek's death from a malignant brain
tumor on April 27. 1986.
- Kevin Parks
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Photo courtesy of Mary Sutherland

Mary Sutherland in the Trevor field in Kenosha County
where the crop circle was found.

Experts to check out
1:revor crop circle

one, too.
Jeffrey Wilson is the director
of the ICCRA. He drove from
Ohio to Wisconsin Friday night
so ·he could be around to take a
look today. Much of the research
· he wants to do will try and prove
whether someone mechanically
created the circle.
Hoaxes have what ·he calls
"tell-taie signs of damage" to
the plants themselves. They
look for that damage, but also
compare "plants' growth nodes
to see if there are differences
between the upright and flattened stalks.
"If the ones that are flattened
have enlarged or elongated
(growth nodes), that is an
unhoaxable effect," Wilson said.
He investigated his first crop
circle about 10 years ago, after
he went to a site in northern
Ohio where he detected radioac- ~
tivity inside the crop circle.
"I knew there was something
more than people flattening it
down .with wood or a rope," he

said~ "There are some (circles)
people are making that way, but
they're not all making them that
way."
Wilson and Sutherland believe
in sharing the information they
gather on crop circles with the
public, which is why Sutherland
agreed to show the Trevor circle
off Friday morning.
Sutherland believes the crop
circles are some sort of landmark, left by beings in UFOs.
They may be signs that space- ·
craft landed, flattening the
crops with some kind of electroma@.etic energy. She also
believes that the crop circles are
a sign that a race of beings that
spent time on Earth thousands
of years ago are returning. She
connects the crop circles to
Stonehenge, the pyramids and
burial mounds.
"Whoever was working with us
at that time, they left," Sutherland said. "People carried on
with these symbols. ... I think
these are the. same people
responsible for the crop circles.
They're coming back."

BY JANINE ANDERSON
Journal Times

TREVOR - From the road it
doesn't look like much. Just a.
field of ripening wheat stalks,
rippling in the breeze. ·
At the top of a rise partway
into the field the even pattern of
golden wheat breaks up a little
bit, like there was a patch of
seed that didn't take. The stalks
aren't as crowded there, and
when the wind moves past it's
not the same even, water-like
ripples that move across the
rest of the field.
In that' spot, circles of wheat
have been bent over, the once
·upright stalks now running horizontal in a counterclockwise
·circle.
Trevor has a crop circle.
Mary Sutherland, a investigator with Burlington UFO and
Paranormal, learned of the circle earlier this week, when a
man who lives near the field
sent her an e-mail.
In the e-mail· he told Sutherland about the circle, noting
that it could just be that someone drove around in the field,
but there are no tracks leading
up to the disturbed area.
Instead, it's like a giant wheel
lay flat in the field and spun,
pushing the wheat over gently
but firmly, so that it stayed bent
but did not strip the grains from
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the stalks.
Sutherland went out to investigate after she learned of the circle. She took photos and soil
samples, .and she called in the
experts. One was coming in Friday to take aerial photographs,
she said~ Another group was due
to stop by the field today. They'll
likely bring Geiger counters and
audio equipment, and they will
compare wheat from with~ the
circle and without, to try and
figure out if the circle is real or
if it is a hoax.
Sutherland believes it is real.
"If it was a hoax, they would
have made it more visible from
the road," she said.
This is the second crop circle
in Wisconsin she and her husband, Brad, have investigated.
The last one was in Mayville in
2003. The Independent Crop Circle Researchers Association
came out to help with that

UFO sighting reported
· Pollc~ tecei ved a report Thesday evening of a
UFO flying . above Logan.
·A man : cori~acted police to alert them of a triangular set' of yellow and white lights flying about
15,000feet above ground, police reports state. The
caller reportedly had been watching an airplane fly
when he noticed the triangular lights. There was
no noise coming from the UFO, reports state.
Police contacted the Air Traffic Control office in
Salt Lake City to alert them about a possible UFO
in the Cache Valley skies.

:Man spots falling object in Magalia
i
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fall .
. And· it's unlikely. that a .bal·loon from the NWS -:'the only
canyon b~low.
agency.in the n{ition that conAfter a .rendezvous with. the
~istently releases them balloon~·from
· man, · a responding sheriff's
would make . it ·. to Butte
unit determined from a photo
· County, as the re~ease stations
of the object on the man's lap· are j~st to~ far away, she said
Oakland.~,
t<>p that he had likely seen a
"That wouldn't be one of our
weather balloon or a child's
weather
balloons
from
science project gone adrift, as
. Medford, Reno or Oakland,"
HOLLY
SNELL,
.
it seemed too small to have
· .Snell sa.id.
. .
been manned. .
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
. She added that if it were, 1t
But
~atio.nal
WP.ather
METEOROLOGIST
would' be comprised of a rubService .meteorold'gist ·aota,.. ·
berY latex and equipped with
Snell said on Friday that the
a · electronic instrument the
description wasn't consistent
size of a shoebox.
with any type of weather bal6
So what was it, then?
loon she knew about. .
. silver, are equipped . with a
Although NWS balloons fall parachute to aid their descent . "I don't have any due,'' Snell
··
to Earth each .day; Snell said and wouldn't likely be 10. feet. said. ·
they are brown, not black and wide, or triangular, as they

.Weather service has ''no clue"
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·A UFO of sorts ~ if the "F"

~ stood for "falling"- was spot-

o
ted by a man at. the corner of
D.
Skyway and Old Skyway in
Magalia on Thursday morning, sheriff's logs indicate.
According to those logs, the
man had been snapping photographs of the Sawmill Peak
area when, just before 11 a .m.,
.he spotted· a black · and silver
object approximately 10 feet
wide that "looked like a triangular balloon or hang glider."
The object was reportedly
spinning. down into the

"That wouldn't be
one of our weather
.
.Medford, Reno or
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says UFOs, aliens
.
~ are common tn
~0 Brazoria County

....><

::s ---------------------~ By THAYER EVANS

• oecupil.taori:.: Ret;red~6ow".. ,
ChemicatCo.'etnployee '' : · ·

CHRONICLE CORRF.SPONDENT

~ While living in Brazoria
(..) County the last 32 years, M.D.
Z "Doc" Wagner claims to have
0 seen hundreds of unidentified
~ flying objects.
(..)
The UFOs, he said, inspired
him to start a loose-knit group
in the early 1990s that used to
meet at the public library in
West Columbia.
"People always say, 'Why are
you so entrenched in this?' "
said Wagner, 68, a retired Dow
Chemical Co. employee, who
lives in a log bouse west of West
Columbia, near the San Bernard
River. "It's exciting."
Wagner said the group
stopped meeting after many of
its members either moved or
died.
Wagner said his first encounter with aliens came in 1965
when he was living in the state
of Washington. He said he was
sleeping on a couch and was
awakened by what he thought
was an explosion inside his
home.
"When I got into that bedroom, that whole wall was
sucked off the house and into
the woods," Wagner said. "That
was my wakeup call. From then
on, I haven't forgot it."
Although he is confident that
UFOs and aliens are real, Wagner said he respects the opin~
ions of skeptics.
"As long as (people) think
I'm a weirdo, I'm not bothered,"
he said. "I love it. The more the
merrier.".

"People always say,
'Why are you so
entrenched in this?'
It's exciting."
-M.D. "DOC" WAGNER

West Columbia-area resident

He said he is interested in
talking with people in the
county who have had experiences with UFOs or aliens and
asks for them to contact him by
e-mail
at
mdwagner@starband.net.
Wagner said the spacecraft
he has seen range in size from
50 feet to 500 feet in diameter
and are piloted by aliens on missions. The creatures travel in
groups, are attracted to women
and are generally nonviolent
unless provoked.
"The only danger you can get
into is if you start shooting at
them or if you're enticing
them," he said. "They like
people that are aggressive, but
not hostile."
Since moving to Brazoria
County in 1972, Wagner said, he
has had several encounters with
aliens, coming within 75 feet of
one in 1995 near his home.
"This thing (was) passing
very slow over the top of me to
make sure I (got) a picture," he
said. "I got it on film and then
afterward, I could not find my
fllm."

KIM CHRISTENSEN: FOR THE CHRONICLE

NOT A BOTHER: M.D. "Doc" Wagner doesn't mind that people are skeptical of claims that he has seen UFOs.

There are more than a dozen
species of aliens and most are no
taller than 5 feet, Wagner said.
"They don't talk to you like a
guy on the street," he said. "If
you're being talked to, it's going
to be this mental stuff. You're
going to hear them in your head.
They can speak to a whole group
that way."
Wagner's wife, Rose, said she
is supportive of her husband's
pursuit of UFOs and aliens.

"I think all things are possible," said Rose Wagner, 53,
who has been married to her
husband for 33 years.
Wagner said he knows why
aliens frequent the county, but
declined to give an explanation.
At some point in his life,
Wagner said, be may have been
abducted by aliens, but is unable to recall such an incident.
"For some reason, they do
keep an eye on me, because

somehow I'm a threat to them in
some way," Wagner said. "It's
knowledge. Knowledge is dangerous. I have the type of mind
that puts things together that
nobody else is thinking about."
If you have a suggestion for a
"Faces in the Crowd" profile,
contact Richard Zagrzecki at
richard.zagrzecki@chron.com or
send ajax to 713-362-7552.

f Area man brings to light 'UFO Sightings oflllinois'
By ROB STROUD
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Phillip Dean has researched
sightings of unidentified flying
objects ever since be glimpsed a
l~ng, luminescent object in the
night sky south of his Paris
hometown in 1960. ·
Dean has gathered reports of
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UFO sightings from throughout

~

object that glowed with white
light above Charleston.
Dean said he hopes his mailorder booklet will get the the
attention of others who have
seen flying objects that they
cannot easily explain. He said
the reports of UFO sightings
in various Illinois communities
should be of interest to people
who live in or near these

areas.

"It's a good way to meet people who know a lot about the
subject," Dean said. "When
people are interested in something that happened in their
area they are more likely to
get in contact with you."
Dean, who describes himself
as a laborer with a thirst for
knowledge, ultimately hopes to
publish booklets about sightings in other states.
Besides his 1960 sighting,
Dean. said he also saw a bright
flying object that was emanating flames above Paris. Dean.
said he has been interested in
such phenomena ever since,
even making room in his current booklet for an article on
The Mad Gasser of Mattoon.

the country and is now sharing
them with the general public. He
recently published a UFO Sightlogs of Illinois booklet that
includes sightings in Coles, Clark,
Cumberland and Edgar counties.
Most of the sightings are
recounted through newspaper

In regard to UFOs, Dean
said he has no doubt they
exist. He said among the billions of planets there is bound
to be intelligent life in the universe that can travel through
space.
"We are just like a speck of
sand here on Earth compared
to that," Dean said of the universe.
James Conwell, a physics
professor at Eastern Illinois
University, said the odds are
that there is other life in the
universe. After all, he said
there are an estimated 100 billion stars per galaxy and an
estimated 100 billion galaxies
in the universe. ·
"I think it's probably almost
impossible not to have other
life in the universe," Conwell
said.
However, Conwell said the
question of whether or not
there is intelligent life out
there that could travel across
the universe is almost a sociological question. He speculated
any alien race would have to
survive the development of
nuclear e~ergy or other dan-

articles, such as a United Press
International article titled "Mattoon UFO" that was published on
July 14, 1969, in the Paris Beacon
News. This story includes eyewitness reports of a "bobbling starlike object" in the sky northwest
of Mattoon.
Other sigbtings are recorded

gerous technologies before it
could ever progreSs to the level
of interstellar travel.
For more information on
UFO Sightings of Illinois, write
Phillip Dean at P. 0. Box 177,
West Thrre Haute, Ind. 47885.
Contact Rob Stroud a1 rstroud@jgtc.com or 348-5734.

by Dean through personal interviews or through letters written
to him, many of which are anonymous. These include a letter
about a 1963 sighting of a flashing flying disc near Marshall and
a recent sighting of a fast-moving
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True Tales.From the Fred Baron
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By Fred
''Cra.t;h''
B/e,·hman

It's said, ..There arc those who
make things happen, tho~o>e who
watch things happen, and those
who wonder what's happening!" I
Ci admit to being in the last two eate·
c gorles one clear night in the early
1950s when another pilot and I
Q)
saw an unidentified flying object!
0
But our experience was mild com~ pared to what happened to Ed
< Balocco, a Marine jet tighter pilot
~ with whom I went through Navy
flight training. I'll begin with my
-;, story.
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stars, all stationary in their relative
positions as the carrier gently
rolled and pitched, this light was
moving randomly in short, jerky
transitions among the blanket of
stars.
I pointed it out to Don, and we
both stared in rapt attention as the
light stopped, then suddenly
moved left or right at incredible
speed-then stopped again. With
UFOs commonly in the news in
those days, we both agreed we
were seeing one! This strange light
"dance" went on for about 10 minutes, as the light seemed to be
moving higher and getting dimmer,
finally disappearing.
As we recounted the story the
next day to some of the more senior pilots who had been on other
cruises and were accustomed to
dark slUes and bright stars, they
told us what we had actually seen
was not some strange alien visitor,
but simply a meteorological tool
used with a "theodolite."
"Huh? What's a theodolite, and
what has that got to do with meteorology?" we asked.
Meteorologists predict weather.
This is particularly important for
flight operations, especially when
at sea and too far away for alter·
nate landing sites. Small weather
balloons are released and followed
with a theodolite, a calibrated optical instrument used by meteorologists to determine relative position.
Similar COilltroction to·a
or's transit, it consists .of a tclc·
scope fitted with a spirit level and
mounted on a tripod so that it's free

<

m

survey-

to rotate about its vertical and horizontali.X(:s. Graduated scales are
used to measure the amount of
rotation about the axes.
Measurements of the altitUde and
azimuth of a weathec ballooo at

~·- ~ ·fl""

Dancing Among the Stars
When I joined the VF·14
"Tophatters" Navy fighter
squadron in September 1950, flying F4U-5 Corsain~, Ensign
Donald Jerome "Don'' Flynn.
another Corsair pilot. was already
in the squadron. We became buddies when we discovered we were
both originally from Queens, a
borough of New York City.
Although we weren't in the same
four.plane division in the air, we
spent many hours in conversations
in the ready room waiting for
flights, or after flight debrietings.
It was one night in.January 1950,
while in the mid·Atlantic on the
light aircraft carrier "USS Wright,"
precise time intervals arc used to
compute tho estimated wind velocity of the atmosphere. At mght, a ·
battery-powered light is hung
below the balloon so the theodolite
can track tho balloon's motiOn.
What
had seen was the pendulum motion or this light as the bal-

we

loon ascended.

Chasing a rul UFO!
I first met Eddy Paul "Ed..
Balocco in Navy pre-flight Class 549 in Pcnsacola, Fla., in November
l 948. Because of the alphabetical
nearness of our last names, we frequently sat near each other in classes and stood together at various
mUBten and in chow lines.

Ed looked lib tbe living statue of
a Greek god-muscular build. curly
hair. rugged good looks. But his
personality~onfideDce

bordering

on cockiness. great sense of hunior,
can-do attitude, and fricndlin:ess
with me (a 135-potmd skinny kid
from New York who didn't even
drivo a carl )-made him my roll
model.
·We boCh made it through basic
training in SNJs in Pensacola,
mcluding carrier qualification. &lid
then advaDcc:d training in F4U
Corsairs .at Cabaniss Field in
Corpus Christi, Texas, with final
carrier qualification back in
..
Peo.ucola. We even received our.
Wmgs of Oold on almost the same
day.
Ed went into the Marincs, md
was an·85-conlbat-miasions pilot in
Koms,.flying F4U Corsairs, F2H

Banshees, F9F Panthers. AD

Slcytaiders, and even TBM
Avqen. I beard stories about him
doing wild thiiiga. in combat, which
must have been true, since be was
awarded four Air Medals along

. . . ..

Eddy 8atocxo explcrins. "This was just a few feet from my cockpit!'" m he examines
some of the flolc domore to his F9F Panther jet o(ter a KDteon combot missJon.

(CVL-49) that Don and I saw a
UFO. We were on our way from
Norfolk, Va., to the Mediterranean
Sea for a three-month cruise.
Late one night, we were chatting
on a catwalk alongside the flight
deck on a clear, moonless night.
Countless stars covered the pitch·
black sky in a manner not normal·
ly seen by those who live in large
cities, where only the brighter star!l
and planets are visible. We could
clearly see the Milky Way, the
edgewise band of stars in our own
galaxy.
We were swaying with the gentle
motion of the ship as it churned
along at about 15 knots, when a
strange bright light in the sky
caught my attention. Unlike the

with the difficult-to-cam
Distinguished Flying Cross for his
Korean ·combat.
I lost ccmtact with Ed for f1Ver 40

years until I located him about 10
years ago. After. leavit:'g active duty
in the Marines, he stayed in the .
Marine Air Reserve !or many ycarst
during which time be got his law
degree, opened his own law firm.
and tlew his own twin-engillc

·

Cesana 310.
About six years ago he toW tne of
his enCOODter with a real UFO.
Aft.t:r returning from the Korean
police action, Ed was a first lieu·
tenant stationed at Edenton, N.C., a
small Marine fighter base about
100 miles southwest of Norfolk,
Va. Norfolk was--and still is~
major naval and air ba.o;e on the
East Coast. By thnt time, Ed, only
24 years old, bad some 1,000 hours
of pilot time, mostly in fighter jets.
On Feb. II , 1953, just a week
after a flurry of UFO sightings in
the Norfolk area, he was the only
pilot on the base on intercept-ready
status at about l 0 p.m.
..I was riding around the base in a
Jeep, when the alert whistle sounded." he recalled ...I sped out to my
waiting F9F Panther jet and in less
than two minutes. I was beading
toward Nortblk."
Flying with his exterrutllights off.
he was being vectored toward an
unknown flying object spotted by
Norfolk radar. As he neared where
the object was supposed to be, that
object suddenly dropped off
Norfork's radar screen.
.. 1 had no radar in my Panther, so
t searched visually, and began running low on fuel," he said. "I got
approval to return to Edenton."
As he proceeded south at 20,000
feet, with his outside running lights
turned on, be spotted a bright light
well below him on the port side,
near the ocean surface.
.. I looked away for a couple of
moments to steady my course for
Edenton and when I looked back
through the windscreen, I was
astonished to find that the object
had climbed vertically to my alti·
tude and was only about 2,000 teet
away and almost directly ahead of
me," he remembered.
He quickly adjusted his heading
to aim right at the UFO and
increased his speed to more than
500 miles an hour. As he got closer,
he could clearly see that the UFO
was disk-shaped. with blinking red
lights.
"I guess it was my Korean combat experience, but my reaction was
to squeeze the trigger on my control stick to bla!lt this 'enemy."' he
said.

Morl,~

Se<ond Ueutenant E.ddy Balocco

flew 85 combat missions /r) Korea, mostly
in F4U Corsairs, F9F Panthen
o,d FlH Banshees.

Nothing happened. The guns were
empty!
"With full throttle, I got to about
350 feet from the UFO when my
entire cockpit was bathed in a
strong. blue-white light," he
recalled. "Everything seemed to be
motionless."
As he glanced at his gloved hand
on the throttle. he was !>hocked to
discover that he could see through
the glove, and the flesh, to sec the
bones of his hand.
"ll was like an X-ray," he said.
"For what I think was several seconds there was no sound-not even
the sound of my engine. Suddenly,
there was a flash. and the UFO
broke away at incredible speed,

as soond and motion returned."
As reported by newspapers in
the following days, a similar
flash was seen by a Navy pilot
over Norfolk and a civilian near
Oriental, N.C. Marine helicop-

ters searched where the flash
was seen, but found nothing.
Ground-controlled interceptors
with radar also failed to make
contact after a helicopter spotted
the mysterious object south of
Norfolk earHer in the day.

On his return to Edenton, Ed
whisked to Cherry Point,
the headquarters for Marine Air
on the East Coast, and subjected
W'ds

to an intense debriefing by sev-

eral Marine colonels and othen
for several hours. He wa-; told in
no uncertain terms to say
absolutely nothing about the incident.
'There were other UFO sightings
that night, and the Marines were
really concerned," he said.

Ed still has a vivid memory of
this encounter and now, over 50
years later, has written a fictional
book...The RosweH Heat-Forever
Connected," soon available at
www.amazon.com.

Fred ''Crash" Blechman is the
author of "Bent Wings-F4 U 8
'Corsair Action & Accident.'i: True.
Tales ofTrial & Terror!" It:\· al'ail·
ahle from \'t-'W'Kwma::nn.com.
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[All British clippings courtesy of Timothy Good, unless otherwise credited.]

T WAS blisteringly hot when Bill "Mac"
by Nick Redfern
Brazel set out to check his vast ranch deep
·in the heart of the harsh desert of Roswell.
New Mexico. The farmer had been alerted
by an explosion the night before and was i years later. Now, a shocking theory has
curious to discover what had caused it. He emerged that will astonish sceptics and believers alike, one that lifts the lid on one of sci~coured the area for hours before finally commg. across. a large amount of unusual, light- ence's darkest episodes.
It is a matter of record that in July 1947, the
weight debris strewn across hundreds of feet of
Ian~. The silver foil-like material was incredibly · ~en-Army Air Force officially announced that
flexible and would return to its original shape 1t had recovered the remains of a flying saucer
that had been found on Brazel's ranch. The
when crushed or folded.
He collected some of the pieces and contin- intense media fr~nzy that followed was brought
~o a halt when the f:.AF hastily retracted
ued to search for further clues. Shortly after, he
1ts statement, saymg the flying saucer
came across a shocking scene - surrounded by
story was a huge mistake and the
similar debris and a large chunk of twisted
debris belonged to a weather balloon.
metal was a body that did not look human.
Today, the Air Force tells a different
Although smashed to a pulp and decomposstory - that the wreckage found at
ing rapidly in the intense summer heat Brazel
Roswell came from a Top Secret balcould se~ that it was barely five feet bll, was
loon pr~ject, code-named Mogul, that
dressed m some sort of futuristic-looking flightwas des1gned to monitor Soviet atomic
suit, and had a vaguely Oriental appearance.
bomb
tests. The small, "alien bodies"
..~t. several minutes, Brazel stared in shock .
at · the body then slowly backed away, frightened and unsure what to do. In the days that
followed, the military would tell him what to do
- they made him swear an oath of secrecy.
L---=~---------------' To many, the Roswell Incident- as It became
TRUTH IS OUT THERE: The Roswell "allen" known - is proof that we are not alone in our
universe. But even to non-believers there is no
doubtin~ that the events of that day in July 1947
and the1r aftermath created a web of intrigue
were in fact crash-test dummies used in
that continues to ~esmerise people nearly 60

I

I

'Human beings

were used as
guinea pigs'

parachute experiments.
Those UFO researchers who champion the idea that something truly
anomalous occurred at Roswell scoff at
the ever-changing assertions of the
P~ntagon a~d claim a conspir~cy of cosmiC proportions.
.
.
~n the. course of nearly four years of
pamstaking research, however, I have
uncovered a new explanation. It
summarily dismisses the Mogul balloon
and crash-test dummy claims, but also
reveals that the world's most famous
UFO case did not involve alien visitors.
In 2~01, in downtown Los Angeles, I
met With an elderly lady who I have
duJ:>bed the Black Widow, and who, from
the late Forties to the early Fifties,
worked ·at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory on research to determine the
effects of radiation and high-altitude exposure on humans. Not only that - she
had first-hand knowledge of the horrible
truth behind what happened at Roswell.

T

HE BLACK Widow presented to
me a theory that is even more
sensational than the idea of
extraterrestrials. It linked the post-war

(continued on page 14)
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American government with some of the
most sinister figures in wartime Japan.
These scientists were engaged in a host
of controversial activities, including
·bacteriological warfare tests, horrific
medical experiments on human beings
and test-flights of advanced aircraft and
futuristic balloons.
The strange, alien-looking bodies
found at Roswell, the Black Widow
informed me, were severely handicapped human beings who were being
used as guinea pigs in highly controversial aviation-based experiments.
· As a result of this shadowy meeting, I
was thrown headlong into a cloak-andda~er world that was dominated by
retired espionage agents, psychological-warfare experts, high-ranking military personnef and Deep Throat-style
whlstieblowers. For several years, I
would meet clandestinely with these
people. OVer time, I was able to piece
together a terrible theory about what
happened at Roswell.
During the closing stages of the
Second World War, America found Itself
under attack by a new weapon known
as the F\lgo Balloon. A classified
weapon developed by the Japanese military, no less than 9,000 such devices
were constructed and employed
against the continental United States.
Up to 32ft In diameter, the balloons
were made of either paper or rubberised silk and carried below them
anti-personnel devices and incendiarybombs. They were launched from the
east coast of Japan during a five-month
period in 1944, and were carried by high
altitude winds more than 6,000 miles
eastward across the Pacific to North
America. About 1,000 were estimated to
have successfully made It to the US, of
which there were approximately 300
reported incidents.

(continued from page 13 - DAILY EXPRESS, London, England • June 18, 2005)
same time blanketing the population·
ca.using it all to crash to tiie ground.
out and you want to hide the second
below with deadly and devastating bacThe fa~t that ~raze!, a member of
story, there's no better way to do it
teriological warfare agents · devel- ·
the public, had madvertently stumthan by telling the first."
oped by Unit 731.
~led upon the crash scene -forced the
It seems the deserts of Roswell, ·
After Japan's surrender in 1945,
Army Air Force to construct an elabNew Mexico, may finally be giving up :
US personnel posted to Japan to
orate series of cover stories. "The
their dark secrets.
secure military secrets uncovered
military knew they couldn't hide the
--- - --details· of this amazing plan. The
story because a civilian was on to it
e Body Snatchers In The Desert, by
materials and the personnel involved
and so they spread bogus stories to
Nick Redfern, is published in the UK
were transferred to the United States
confuse the real picture," says forin August by Simon & Schuster, at
to continue the research.
mer intelligence officer Bill Salter.
£8.99. 7b pre-&rder a copy, send a
According to the sensational new
"If you can't hide the truth - and
cheque/postal order made payable
whistieblower testimony, in July of
they couldn't, at least not completely
to The Express
1947 a secret test-flight of this umque
-then confuse the truth instead." ·
Bookshap to PO
combination of balloon and aircraft
Salter says that there were "other
Box 200,
was made high over New Mexico experiments going on at the same
Falmouth
with catastrophic results.
time" that also led to rumours that
TR11 4WJ, or
A retired colonel who worked for
alien bodies had been found in the
call 0871 434 6091
more .than a decade in the
desert. Specifically, says Salter, this
or order online
Department of - Defence states·:
included utilising Japanese prisonat www.express
"Space and weight are key issues
ers-of-war and handicapped people
bookshop.com.
when you're trying to fly a highfrom the Unit 731 camps· in balloonDelivery to
altitude, fully pressurised aircraft
based, high-altitude-exposure experiUK addresses
below a huge balloon. So the crew
ments; in prototype hi~h-speed ejecis free
was chosen because they were small
tion-capsule tests; and m research to
guys - five-foot max. Just like the
determine the effects of radiation on
Roswell legend says: smaller bodies,
the human body.
Asian faces, human looking, because
He states: ''A crashed flying saucer
that's exactly what they were."
and spacemen story is a .big one.
According to the colonel, disaster
Using people in high-altitude experistnick when the balloon array and
ments is an even bigger one. If you're
concerned that the thing is getting
the aircraft were struck by lightning,

ALASKA HIGHWAY NEWS, Fort St. John, B.C., Canada • March 3, 2005

CR: G. Conway
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N JUNE 4, 1945, a Japanese
military spokesman ominously
asserted that the F\lgo Balloons
were the forerunners for something far
more dangerous. The new balloons,
American experts estimated, would be
very strong, at least 60ft in diameter
and able to carry below them a "pressurised gondola" containing four menall equipped with oxygen tanks, food
and water, and special suits to afford ·
protection for high-altitude flying. The
· balloons would travel at heights of
30,000ft on their four-day journeys
across the Pacific to the United States.
Although the atomic strikes on the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki put paid to these plans, the
research was set to continue.
It is an established fact that, after the
Allied victory in 1945, thousands of scientific personnel were secretly taken to
the US from Germany in an operation
lmown as "Paperclip".
Less welllmown, however, is the fact
that similar deals were made with
Japan. One such deal involved providing a safe haven to certain personnel
from an arm of the Japanese military
known as Unit 731, which was responsible for large-scale experimentation on
human beings. No less than 3,000 people, including · Chinese prisoners,
captured allied troops and physically
handicapped Chinese and Japanese
individuals were used in a wide range of
horrific experiments.
This would Include bacteriological
warfare operations, tests to determine
the effects of high and low pressures on
the human body, the amputation of
limbs and dissection of organs from
still-living people, and studies to examine the effects of freezing temperatures.
. As the war progressed, the work of
Unit 731 became more advanced and
ambitious. For example, Unit 731 personnel were'planning an assault on San

'The work of
Unit 731 became
more ambitious'
Diego in 1945 that was designed to use
kamikaze pilots to attack the city with a
deadly plague. Personnel from Unit 731
were also working with Japanese scientists and aviation experts attached to
the F\lgo Balloon project on a similar
operation. The plan was to construct a
huge balloon array, below which would
be attached a revolutionary, lightweight
glider - very similar to the 82 Stealth
Bomber of today- that would be piloted
by a crew of four or five.
As with the earlier F\lgos, the plan
was for the balloons to be carried high
across the Pacific to the United States
and specifically to one of the larger
cities on the west coast, such as San
Diego or Los Angeles. Then, when in
the direct vicinitY of the intended target, the pilot would detach the aircraft
from the balloon array and would glide
it over the heart of the city, while at the

photo courtesy Mark Mann

Are thetle Images captured on video really UFO's? Local sky-watcher Mark Mann thinks they could be.

Local claims UFO sighting
Dirt, bugs or extraterrestrial-life?
SARAH YOUNG
AlAsKA HIGHWAY NEWS

Whether it's actually a speck of
cottonwood fluff, a small bug darting
around in the sun or an alien ship
come to inspect life in Fort St. John,
one local man is certain that for now,
he has pictures of an unidentified flying object.
Mark Mann has been taking video
footage of the sky for a couple of
years now and has come up with
some remarkable images by pointing
his camera to a brightly lit area of the
sky, where the sun has just tucked
behind a building to leave a backlit
area just to the side of it.
"There's hundreds of these things,
they're just everywhere," said Mann
of the rounded objects he's seen flitting across his video screen. When he
slows down the tape frame by frame,
Mann can spot the "spinning turnips"
that seem to radiate light.
Mann has sent the footage to a
UFO group in New York that estimated the object's speed across the sky at
up to 18,000 miles per hour and at a
size of 15-25 feet in diameter.
"These things are highly polished
and moving very fast," he said. "I
don't know exactly what they are, but
they're solid and silent.
"The definition of UFO is an
unidentified object .. .I can't begin to
imagine where they're from, but

didn't want to hazard a guess.
"Some could be bugs," Vike
offered. "With the sun behind the
th~y're not ours. I've seen too many
building if something comes between
different shapes and different sizes, the camera and the sun it will look
and too many people have been see- very bright. In Mark's footage it
looked like a giant hamburger, so I
ing them in different places."
Mann has also been in touch with don't know what it is."
Brian Vike, a UFO enthusiast who
Graham Conway heads up a group
collects reports of sightings. Vike, called UFO B.C. And while he figwho lives in Houston, B.C., is a ures the bug explanation is reason. member of several national and inter- able, he doesn't quite buy it.
national astronomical societies and
"Depending on the time of year,
appears regularly on radio prosay when it's colder in the fall or
grams in t.he Okanagan, Alberta ~inter, the insect theory doesn't
and the U.S.
stand up."
Vike has seen Mann's ·
Vike has heard reports
nighttime footage and
of sightings in the North
originally thought it could
Peace region from the
be a bright star. But when
1970s but said there
the object disappeared
don't knOW seems to be a lull right
now, likely because peoafter two days, he wasn't
pie are afraid of the
so sure.
"It stands out in the sky
-Brian Vike ridicule from friends and
family.
like a sore thumb ... if it
was a star it should have
Mann's had his share of
showed Up again after two
naysayers, but is adamant '
days."
about what he's seen.
Vike said many sky observers have
"I've had friends who say no way,
used a technique similar to Mann's but seeing is believing. There's nothfor daytime shots that reveal "little ing I can do to convince people until
blobs flying around" that could be they see it for themselves."
anything from cottonwood fluff to
Vike can't say for sure what's in
Mann's photos, but he's not ruling
dandelions or, quite possibly, UFOs.
Environment Canada spokesman out some extraterrestrial visitors.
"We can't be the only life fonn in
Bill Miller said they used to receive
several UFO reports from the Peace this universe," he said. "There's a lot
region that were attributed to the more questions and not enough
ligltts of a weather balloon at night. answers, but we can't be the only life
But as for Mann's sightings, Miller fonn in this vastness."

I

what it is.
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Are UFOs admiring the Snowdonia scenery?

{Visitors from
iouter space!
w
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north generated another sonic boom which
A UFO expert ·claims loud bangs
By STAFF REPORTER
shook the ground," said Mr Slemen.
heard across North Wales and Mer"The sinister force holding the Typhoon
seyside just before Christmas were
two friends out walking in Snowdonia saw released its powerful grip, and the plane fell
made by a flying saucer allegedly seen a craft resembling a silvered lens - the like
a stone, but its engine quickly restarted,

over Snowdonia.

News reports at the time of the incident
on December 21 suggested the bang; and
earth tremors they caused were the result
of sonic boom from one of the RAF's new
Typhoon jet fighter-planes on exer~ over
the North Sea.
But Tom Slemen, an acknowledged expert on the supernatural. says the first
boom was heard at the same time as a
religious minister from Cheshire and his

classic flying saucer shape - appear and and it rocketed out of its descent.
hover over the mmrntain range.
"All three planes curved around the
Later, says Mr Slemen, the men saw a mountain and went off at phenomenal
Typhoon jet swoop in towards the object - speeds towards the north, apparently in hot
only to be stopped in mid-air "as if by some pursuit of the UFO. Within seconds, the
giant invisible hand", and twned on its . blue lights of the planes' afterburners vanend:
ished into the distance."
Shortly afterwards, the flying object apMr Slemen claims the reverend and his
peared to be chased off by two more friends were later warned by several anfighter-jets.
onymous people over their telephones not
"The high-speed departure towards the to report what they had seen.
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Chemistry, Media Studies , Maths. English , P .E, Art . . . there is simp ly
'E» no end to the list of subjects that students can take at university ...
.fi But for something totally out oi this world , how about studying for
a degree in Unidentified Flying Objects from the Santiago University?
:= Wannabe Mulder and Scullyies are being offered the opportunity
~ to chase down little green men and learn all about flying saucers on a
~ new course now being offered
~
::.:: by the university.
~ But Ricardo Bermudez ,
:::= who is in charge
~ of 1he dept of 'Unexplainable Air
CJ Phenomena' studies
::1
.
.
0 WhiCh IS open to
~ people living nearby,
says it's actually
2!: much more serious
(3 thi:m that.
''There is definitely
~ --1/?
,,, .
- .Y//~
~something happening
-=..Y/.-- . ~~~.$~~ ...- ~~ ¥/Y.-:-.Yr- ~
t= out there in
~- •
~ in outer space and we just do not know exactly what it is.
"All of the graduates will undergo training in how to use
the scientific tools needed to investigate phenomena
and will be well versed in specific methods of investigation
by the time that they have finished their degrees. Spooky I
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myst ery
RAF Staxton Wold played a
key part in a UFO sighting off
the East Coast, it has been
revealed.
One of the most credible
reports of a possible visit by
extraterrestrials Is one made
by an RAF pilot '. and two . offi·
cers at RAF Boulmer in
Northumberland 30 years ago.
The
Information
was
released by the Ministry of
Defence's spe.cial UFO department under the Freedom of
Information laws.
The files show that Fit Lt
A M Wood reported "bright
objects hanging over the sea"
and the closest object was
"five times larger than a helicopter". He said the object
changed shape to become
body-shaped with projections
like arms and legs.
They objects were also seen
on the Staxton Wold radar picture which is relayed to West
Drayton, near London.
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CR: K. Potts

Brit faces 70yrs in American jail
A BRITISH UFO nut
caused $700,000 of
damage by hacking into
top-security US military
computers,
a court
heard yesterday.
Gary McKinnon , 39, was
searching for evidence that
America had covered up
vis its to Earth by aliens .
If the ·eng ineer is found
gu ilt y by a US court he could

a~djaN~~d f£11'~rL~wrl M~~t:;~
0

By MIKE SULLIVAN

non is alleged to have hacked
into 97 systems belonging to
the US Army , Navy and Air
Force, the Pentagon and the
NASA space agency .
At one stage the Army 's crucial military d istrict of Washington network was shut down
amid fears the hackers were
al-Qaeda terrorists.
He also allegedly disabled a
naval weapons stat ion for a
week just after 9/ 11.
·
McKinnon . of Wood Green.
North
London , was
f irst
ind icted by the Americans in

2002. They

dubbed him "the
biggest
military
computer
hacker of all time". Yesterday
he appeared before London 's
Bow Street magistrates for the
start of extradition proceed ings .
Janet Boston, for the US
Government , told the court
that McKinnon hacked into
the computers between February 2001 and March 2002.
He is accused of stealing
sens itive files and obtaining
secret information.
Ms Boston went on: "The
cost of repairing the damage
was $700,000 (.£370,000). These
are very serious matters and a

substantial
sentence
may
result ."
McKinnon
was
remanded in custody but is
expected to be bailed later.
Outside court, his solicitor
Karen Todner said he faced up
to 70 years in jail in America.
She added: "This decision for
extradit ion is driven by the US
governmen<. He intends to contest it vigorously.
"Part of his motivation was
that he believes there are
UFOs and that the US government knew about this and had
been concealing it. He also
wanted to expose weaknesses
in the US security systems."

Accused •. McKinnon yesterday

EXPRESS & STAR, Birmingham, England • Dec. 31, 2004

Group chairman to talk about sightings at internationai ·h otspot

UFO expert to get
TV chat show spot
A Staffordshire UFO expert
is set to appear on a top paranormal TV chat show to talk
about unexplained sightings of
crafts on Cannock Chase.
Graham Allen, chairman of the
Staffordshire UFO Group , has
been invited to appear on the Lets
Talk Paranormal chat show in
America with host Tracie Austin
Peters next March .
The top ratings show, filmed in Los
Angeles, has featured many celebrities
and is to host Hollywood actor and
Batman star Michael Keaton on their
show this week. Mr Allen , from

By Andy. Richardson
"'R""u_g...,el,..ey,..:.,-wt""·l,...l""di.;..
,ec,;...u_s_s'"'th""e-g...,l-ut-of"'UF~O.,..
sightings over tlie Chase on August 7
and 8 this year whore people caught on
film orange ball•oflight in the sky and
silver discs in formation.

Captured

The spate of sighting& has gained
Cannock Chase attention from all over
tho world as th«< phenomena was discussed at a UFO conference held in
Japan in October.
One film shows six discs hovering
over a field in Perton, Wolverharnpton
and others show strange orange balls
of light which were captured in Heath

Hayes, Milford and Shenstone. A triangular shaped Ur'O was seen hovering
over cottages at Pottal Pool, near
Penkridge.
Mr Allen said Cannock Chase was
now seen as one of the major UFO
hotspots in the world.
He said there hadn't been so much
UFO activity reported throughout the
world since a spate of sightings in
Mexico City four years ago.
Mr Allen said: "I have been invited
to appear on the show to talk about the
sightings on the Chase throughout
August and September which really
was phenomenal. Cannock Chase is
now classed as one of the prime UFO
hotspots in the world."

HERALD, Tamworth, England - Jan. 20, 2005

Herald receives
mystery footage of
'UFO' over town
by Hannah Greaves
News Reporter
fOLLOWING recent reports ofU.F.O.s over
the skies of Tamworth, the Herald has
f'eCeived mysterious video footage of a
"Sighting' from an anonymous reader.
The film was taken on Saturday evening
(:Tanuary 15) at about 6pm when our reader
had just returned to his Two Gates home
after walking his dog.
He said he saw "a bright orange/white
glow in the sky.
' ~It was hovering above meat a height of
about 500ft.

"There was no noise from it and it was of
a round shape and glowing.
"I rushed inside the house and grabbed
my handy cam to record it, by which time
the object started slowly moving away."
The fllm shows the bright sphere mov·
ing around before mysteriously changing
shape and disappearing into the darkness.
Our reader said the object was in the sky
for about 15 minutes but he could only
capture a few minutes on fl.lm due to the
battery failing in his camera.
However, he says he will keep looking
upwards from now on as his experience
has convinced him 'we are not alone'.

TV date - Graham Allen, who is co-ordinator of the
Stafford UFO group, seen with the Cannock Chase
UFO hotspot UK video which came out recently

SOUTHERN DAILY ECHO, S outhampton,
England • March 5, 2005

UFO spotted?
I WAS sky watching from my back bedroom
and saw a ball of light the size of a football.
This thing kept on going off and on like a
light bulb and it l<:ept on hovering left to
right. It continued for half an hour, then it
blacked out and to my amazement it
appeared over Southampton Airport doing
the same thing before it disappeared .
DENNIS RANDELL,
Swaythllng, Southampton.
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The truth is out there: declassified reports of
UFO sightings reveal 88 sightings last year
BY RoBERT VERKAIK
Britain's most
Legal Affairs Correspondent
recent UFO sightings are
revealed in previously
liked a big ball of fire
secret documents disclosed
coming down from the sky
to The Independent.
with a tail and sparks
The files, released under
coming off the end of it."
the Freedom of Information
Act, show that, last year, the Another, from Somerset
the week before, states:
Ministry of Defence's UFO
"The object looked like a
unit received 88 reports
great bright light and was
from military staff and
really intense, like a ball
members of the public
of fire coming down from
worried about unexplained
the skY, rapidly moving
objects in our skies.
The·classified files help
towards the ground."
Although such reports
to complete a picture of the .
might be discounted as
scale of UFO sigbtings first
meteor showers or other
revealed by this paper last
astronomical phenomena,
month. These updated "Xother sightings are JJOt so
files" show the most recent
easy to dismiss. A report
observations were made on
from Surrey on 20 May last
15 January this year
year describes a UFO as
following two separate
having "grooves and
reports from Chatteris,
windows" but no room for
Cambridgeshire, and
humans. Even the MoD
Whitstable, Kent. The
inspector notes that the
reports refer to "strange
"witness had seen the
lights seen in the sky".
Other sightings give more object so clearly".
Many of the other
detail. A report from
Devizes in Wiltshire on 24
sightings refer to UFO's
September last year records changing colour, speed and
shape; The most common
an object that: "Looked
DETAILS OF

colours are yellow, orange
or black.
A report from Goole, East
Yorkshire, recorded in April
last year, noted: "The object
looked like a boomerang
and was stationary over a
power station. An aircraft
was circling the object."
In the same month, a
UFO observer from
Seaforth, Merseyside,
noted: "I saw a UFO with a
cluster of four bright lights
in a ring shape on it. Three
beams of white light shone
upwards and disappeared."
These latest files to be
declassified by the MoD are
not as complete as reports
from mid-1976 and 1977
released last month.
Hundreds of documents
previously kept secret by
the Ministry of Defence's
special UFO department,
known as S4F, detail many
reports of a possible visit by
extraterrestrial life-forms.
One is made by an RAF
pilot and two NCOs at RAF
Boulmer, Northumberland.
In July 1977 Flt-Lt A M

Wood reported "bright
objects hanging over the
sea". The MoD document
adds that the RAF officer
said the closest object was
"luminous, round and four
to five times larger than a
Whirlwind helicopter". The
UFOs were reported to be
three miles out to sea at a
height of about 5,000ft.
The officer, whose report
is supported by Cpl
Torrington and Sgt Graham,
said: "The objects
separated. Then one went
west of the other, as it
manoeuvred it changed
shape to become bodyshaped with projections like
arms and legs." The report
describes Flt--Lt Wood as
"reliable and sober".
That account was
deemed so sensitive to the
national interest that the
MoD had delayed its
release for an extra three
years. But under the
.F reedom of Information
Act, which came into force
on 1 January, the file has
been declassified.

TRANSLATIONS
[The following translations are all courtesy of Scott Corrales and the Institute for
Hispanic Ufology, with translation copyright being retained. Credit for individual
contributors will be given at the end of each article. All articles are from South
American and other Spanish-language newspapers and media sources.]
December 2004- CIUFOS-La Pampa, La Pampa, Argentina- ARGENTINA: HUNTER HAS A UFO
EXPERIENCE By Raul Oscar Chaves, CIUFOS-LA Pampa
Location: Rural area west of Toay, La Pampa, Argentina
Witnesses: Two
Date: December 2004
While stalking animals in a hunting preserve, two hunters witnessed a light described as "a full moon'
engaging in ascent and descent movements on a hillside, subsequently coming close to the ground. The larger
light- orange in color- was static while smaller multicolored lights danced around it.
It is worth noting that at the time of the sighting, there was a moment of confusion since two "full moons"
were suddenly visible: the first being Earth's satellite and the other the unidentified flying object. It should also
be mentioned that smaller lights were seen during the late afternoon, engaged in strange maneuvers.
In the light of this, one of the hunters decided to leave the location, full of fear. He drove off in his pickup
truck. The remaining hunter stayed back, accompanied by his powerful .30 caliber rifle with telescopic sight.
In the wee hours of the morning he was stirred from his sleep by noises similar to those of wild boar,
coming from the location where they had previously found a dead cow (dead of natural causes) which they
employed as bait. A distance of 80 meters separated the cow from the hunter.
Hearing these growls, he focused his telescopic sight on the dead cow's carcass, startled by the sight of a
figure he identified as "an animal," surprised by its bulk and height. It was then that he decided to take the
shot, hearing the characteristic noise of the impact on the body.
At that moment, the entire region became illuminated by a "very powerful light" that produced whirlwinds
and dirt devils with a permanent, buzzing sound. Through his rifle's sight, the hunter was able to see the
creature again, noticing that its posterior had a tail"similar to that of an amphibian reptile."
The hunter chose to wait a prudent amount of time and kept a constant watch on the location. Later on,
overcoming his initial fear, and the total silence that predominated, he approached the carcass, certain that he
had killed the creature he had witnessed through the scope. With astonishment, he saw that the creature he
had hit with the high-caliber bullet had vanished and that the cow had been moved 90 degrees from its original
position, giving the appearance of having been mutilated. No traces of blood were found in the vicinity, nor
tracks or any evidence corroborating the event.
The witness comes from a line of professional hunters living in Santa Rosa, La Pampa, accustomed to the
wilderness and spending nights waiting for their prey. The hunter is convinced, in his own words, that " ... he
had shot an extraterrestrial in disguise."
NOTE: The characteristics described above cause us to reflect on the absence of eyewitnesses to the
mutilations, the places where said mutilations take place and the circumstances employed. This is where we
can see that the UFO phenomenon goes beyond the limits of both reason and our reality.
The electromagnetic spectrum visible to the human eye exists in a wavelength of between 10.6 and 10.7
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meters with a frequency between 1014 and 1015 Hz. Above these frequencies, which are lower in
wavelength, we find uv, X and Gamma Rays; below these frequencies and with a longer wavelength we
have infrared, microwave, shortwave, TV and FM radio waves, AM waves and longwave radio.
There are investigations aimed at an effort to collect and present a variety of manifestations which could
take place in a level other than the visible and which could be employed by these intelligences to go
unnoticed; some of these have already been recorded.- CREDIT: Raul Oscar Chaves
June 8, 2005- Archivos Forteanos de Latinoamerica -CHILE: The Creature of Tagua Tagua Lagoon
[originally featured in La Tercera (Santiago, Chile) January 13, 2002, p. 18] -The legend of this creature is
little known, even for residents of San Vicente in the country's 6th region, but this discovery returns a piece of
their history to them.
The horrible creature in the etching that accompanies this article is the little-known Monster of Tagua Tagua
lagoon, a legendary creature that not even the residents of San Vicente, in Chile's 6th region, have ever heard
of.
The indescribably horrifying creature was relegated to oblivion for over two centuries until two Spanish
researchers discovered the drawing among thousands of documents in the Madrid National Library. Thus, the
anonymous etching made in Chile in 1784 became the poster for the exposition "Monsters and Other
Imaginary Beings" that took place in the Spanish capital to great popular acclaim.
The winged, two-tailed figure with scales and a human face had a well-deserved presence among nearly
200 images, just as unreal, belonging to such artists as Goya, Durero, Ribera, Brueghel, Holbein, Picart and
Kircher. Plates extracted from classics of literature and scientific texts--largely from the 15th and 18th centuries-were also on exhibit.
Under the drawing of the monster, a true bibliographic jewel, it can be read that it appeared in early 1784
at the farm of Don Prospera Elsa and that "it did great damage, eating all manner of animals and drinking from
the lagoon, until1 00 men stealthily ambushed it with firearms and caught it alive."
The description is very detailed: "It measures three and a half rods long and its tail is bigger than its body.
It legs are nearly a quarter [rod]. but its claws are much larger. Its mane reaches the ground so that it
entangles around its feet. The upper tail. .. helps it to catch its prey. The teeth are some 30 em long and the
mouth is as wide as its face. Its horns are a rod and a half long and very well-turned, and finally, its ears are
.
are three-quarters of a rod long."
Even more curious: an address Calle de Carretas No.8 -- is given for those interested in seeing it.
The spectacular Madrid exposition, unprecedented in Europe, featured cyclops, dwarves, giants, two
headed or six-fingered creatures, hermaphrodites, lion-men, bearded or multi-breasted women. However, the
organizers of this exhibit-- Javier Moscoso, a professor with the University of Murcia, and Antonio Lafuente,
fellow of the Superior Center for Scientific Research -- believe that "the presence of horns is one of the definite
signs of monstrosity. Our selection has been based, on the one hand, by the richness of the image and by
the historical importance, on the other."
To some residents of San Vicente de Tagua Tagua, the legend that gave rise to the monster was
possibly a reflection of the fears, nightmares and anguish felt at the time. After all, this wasn't the first time that
the existence of fantastic creatures in the area was suspected, and sometimes quite rightly. That was where
the Inca Empire came to an end, and In recent decades the remains of 14 mammoths from 11 ,000 years ago
were discovered, making the place one of the richest sites in America for modern archaeology. However, no
one imagined that the most recent discovery would be an item forgotten thousands of kilometers away, in
Madrid's National Library.
San Vincente residents recall the Tagua Tagua Lagoon -- drained in the 1930's -- was notorious for its
"chivines"--floating islands formed by a dense and firm network of roots, so resilient that they could bear the
weight of a horse. Deceived by the large size of some of these "chivines," cattle would climb onto them to
graze, realizing only too late that the floating island had been taken away by the current without any hope of
escape. That's how the legend emerged among natives and Spaniards about a monster that dragged cattle
into the lake. Armed groups of hunters were even organized to capture it. -CREDIT: Liliana Nunez 0.
June 15, 2005- C/UFOS-La Pampa, La Pampa, Argentina- ARGENTINA: MUTILATED HORSE
DISCOVERED- A mutilated horse was found in the vicinity of the Pargue Raceway, located on the outskirts
of Santa Rosa {La Pampa). Its death was estimated at some 15 days.
The horse showed signs of missing its tongue and left ear. An oval-shaped incision was present on its
left wither, along with another smaller one on its abdomen and still another in the anus and adjacent regions.
The absence of the anterior and posterior lymph nodes was also observed, with incisions on the animal's
fetlocks, respectively.
It should be noted that there are similarities between this case and the one detected in the "La Arana"
wilderness, where the absence of large pieces of hide on one side was documented, as well as the absence
of the ears. -CREDIT: Raul Oscar Chaves
June 17, 2005 www.mundomisterioso.com- SPAIN: EVP PROMPTS EXHUMATION **"'Exhumation requested because deceased mother's voice was heard on a cell phone*** - ***Deceased
woman's voice allegedly requests removal of cross she was buried with*** - A family has requested district
Judge number six of Grenada to issue a court order authorizing the exhumation of their mother, claiming that a
'electronic voice phenomenon" {EVP) recorded on a cell phone indicates that the deceased is requesting the
removal of a cross placed over her chest during burial. The judge asked them to consult with a priest.
According to the deceased woman' s daughter, the woman has been contacting them from beyond the
grave via cell phone. She explained that she has no idea where her mother's messages are coming from,
adding that when any member of the family records anything on her cell phone, "what is played back is my
mother's voice saying, 'come, come, the cross."'
Furthermore, her grandfather and uncle, buried in the same tomb as her mother, are also sending audible
messages through family cell phones.
The judge, who met the family members for three minutes and managed to hear the spirit voice recordings,
explained that he tacked the competence to rule on such a matter and explained that they should take their
claim to either a priest or to the Higher Council on Scientific Research (CSIC).
Filomena Gomez died two years ago at 55 from liver cancer. -CREDIT: Rafael Ballester
June 17, 2005- CIUFOS-La Pampa, La Pampa, Argentina -A CONTACTEE'S STORY by Raul
Oscar Chaves© 2005- In 1998, Gregorio T.R., 55, married, a resident of Santa Rosa, La Pampa and a
watchman by profession, began to experience recurrent "contact" experiences with a strange entity. These
have continued to take place through January 2005.
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While performing his duties as a watchman at a computer school in Santa Rosa one evening, he went to
the restroom and caught a glimpse of a strange creature moving behind him as he looked into a mirror. The
entity was silver-colored and stood some 7 feet tall.
This event took place on December 6, 1998.
It should be noted that on two occasions, the computers in the teaching facility were found to have lost
their programming the next day, without the causes ever being established.
On December 28, 1998, a similar experience took place in the same city but at a service station, where
the witness also performed security duties. On this occasion, the entity was seen standing upright in a
hallway, one hand againstthe electric circuit breaker panel.
The entity, startled by the onlooker, spun around clumsily and looked at the witness, who described its
gaze as "piercing" and the eyes having a green color. · The witness reported feeling an intense burning
sensation in his eyes for 30 days.
In this instance a mental or telepathic "dialogue" ensued in which the witness was told, "not to fear, that
while he was not the chosen one, they would nonetheless be in contact with him."
The witness remained ecstatic, mechanically and involuntarily reaching his hand to his chest and
ascertaining that his cardiac rhythm was normal. At no time did he feel excitement or fear.
On January 23, 1999, while on duty at a gas plant in Santa Rosa, Gregorio detected the presence of
these entities without being able to detect them physically. On this occasion he was performing his customary
rounds and the time was nearly 0200 hours.
On this occasion, the witness experienced a "missing time" event with an estimated duration of 3 hours.
Upon recovering, he detected moisture on his trousers, which proved to be seminal fluid; his genitals were
affected as evidenced by a state of continuous, persistent and painful erection, showing signs of apparent
inflammation. He returned home in a state of crisis and told his wife and relative that he had "been taken by
·
aliens" before breaking down into tears.
This state of shock lasted some 15 days during which the erection persisted, accompanied by intense
pain. The witness achieved some degree of relief by taking extensive sitting baths.
Gregorio believes that semen was extracted from him, although he [does not know] the time and the
method used.
In November 2001, while working at the computer school and finding himself in a classroom with work
desks, wearing short pants and at-shirt, Gregorio fell into a dreamlike state: he thought that the classroom was
completely empty while he felt his body temperature rising, causing him to break into abundant sweat. This
circumstance prompted him to undress and wring out his clothes, leaving a puddle of water on the floor after
doing so.
Subsequently, he headed for the yard, where he recovered from his fugue state, ascertaining that his
clothes were dry. Faced with this, he headed back to the classroom in order to see if his experience had been
a dream or not: he found the puddle described earlier.
In December 2002, he performed security duties at the service station and suddenly became aware of the
Entity's presence. This prompted him to go sit on a box in order to avoid the contact experience. He suffered
an estimated 3-hour time loss at this point, and was unable to recall what happened.
On January 1, 2003, while on security duty in Santa Rosa and in the company of his wife, since it was
New Year's Day, he saw the same Entity in the vicinity, but no contact took place. He felt the urge to inform
his wife of the experience but chose not to, unable to explain the cause of his refusal.
The last contact event occurred at 15:00 hours on January 21, 2005.
. ·
On this occasion, the witness was acting as an employee/driver for a distribution company in La Pampa.
He was returning from [the town of] General Acha, located 115 km South of Santa Rosa, heading for the
"Padre Buodo" Rest Area and Shelter on Provincial Route 152 and from there to Santa Rosa along National
Route35.
At some 11 0 km from Acha, he began to feel restless and nervous, and decided to open the passenger
side window of his vehicle - a Ford 100 pick-up truck - only to discover that the strange entity from his
previous contact experiences was sitting beside him.
Gregorio T. R. recalls that a powerful storm was taking place at the time, with strong winds and significant
loss of visibility. The sky turned dark and the other vehicles driving along the road were seeking shelter from
the meteorological phenomenon.
Subsequently, the witness reacted and regained awareness, pulling over his vehicle and getting off. He
discovered that he was on Route 35 and very close to Ataliva Roca, a town some 40 km distant from Santa
Rosa. The estimated time required to cover the aforementioned distance he calculates as some 20 minutes, a
fact that disconcerted him, since his habitual driving speed is some 60 kmh.
He also verified that he had never made a delivery at the "Padre Buodo" Rest Area, nor could he
remember how he reached Ataliva Roca, being unable to remember any details of what happened during that
leg of the trip.
It should be noted that during the "telepathic dialogues," he is told not to share his experiences with
anyone at all, nor make them public, and that the contact events would repeat whenever they were necessary
or required.
Also noteworthy is that the materialization of the Entity occurred first through the mirror, where the body's
details first began to appear and acquire shape, like a hologram, with the facial features and the body. He
subsequently saw that it had acquired the physiognomy of a, human being.
His family discusses these experiences seldom, depending on the listener. stating that given the nature of
his job, the witness feels no fear whatsoever and at all times feels protected and looked after.
Gregorio T.R. also states feeling extremely active and vibrant, especially in sexual matters. He has
discovered his ability to "assimilate electricity" (sic), a capacity hitherto unknown and whose causes he [does
not know].
Faced with this new experience, he insists on not wanting to otter greater explanations or details,
considering that restating circumstances as the ones indicated above lead him to believe that he is faced with a
phenomenon that is beyond his control, feeling calm and resigned about it.
He adds that [the entity] could be a robot or a humanoid, since while its appearance is human, its attitude
and gestures are "mechanical" and somewhat clumsy, especially when walking.
The witness comes from a state school background and while he offers no greater details, he is extremely
coherent in his statements. In this researcher's opinion, the experiences described are fully credible.
June 25, 2005- Terra.d, Chile- CHILE: UFO LANDING VIDEO UNDER ANALYSIS - Incredible
images depict the landing of an unidentified flying object in southern Chile. A research organization is
conducting detailed analysis. (Ten-a.cl)- CHILE, June 25, 2005--lncredible images of an alleged UFO landing
in the vicinity of Ultima Esperanza in Chile's 12th region were made known only a few days ago by the
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Agrupacion de Investigaciones Ovniologicas de Chile (AION).
This sequence of clips form part of an exclusive video taken in one of the world's southernmost locations
and which show the vast amount of UFO manifestations in that territory, which is considered a UFO 'hotspot"
by domestic ufologists.
This video was taken on March 17, 2004, and has been in safekeeping to date by virtue of being
considered one of the most interesting items of evidence in recent years in Chile.
AION's director, Rodrigo Fuenzalida, will present a series of new documents on UFOs in Chile and the
world on July 2, at 1700 hours at the Alameda Art Theater. The most significant events have been recorded in
Brazil, Chile and the United States.
Evidence collected in Chile has also had considerable impact, ranging from the UFO photographed over
Termas del Flaco to videos collected in the country's 12th region which are being subjected to analysis. "We
are analyzing some interesting UFO video material taken in an area which, to our understanding, has the
greatest concentration of UFO incidents," notes Fuenzalida.
The event will take place on Saturday, July 2 at Cine Arte Alameda beginning at 1700 hours. Produced
by AION CHILE and Chilecasting, co-produced by Cine Arte Alameda.
Formoreinformation:Aion.c/-CREDIT: Guillermo Gimenez, Planeta UFO
June 28, 2005 -lnfobae.com -CHILE: SANTIAGO FAMILY'S PARANORMAL EXPERIENCE- A
family returning home to Santiago witnessed the road and surrounding countryside become "illuminated" by a
"light". They still can't explain what happened.
Sunday night turned into daytime for a few moments, at least for members of the Abdo family. As they
returned to Santiago de Chile from the city of Loreto, where they spent the weekend, "the road and the
surrounding countryside lit up unexpectedly," only a few meters before the "Vuelta d·e Ia Barranca" roadsign.
This was the story given by the family's three members. "It was a tremendous glow that turned the area into
daylight. We could see clearly to the full extent of our vision, both front and back and to the sides," said Gaby
Daher, Carlos Abdo's wife and mother of Carlitos, to the El Liberal newspaper.
The vehicle's occupants explained that the "light" had a "soft sky blue color" that putatively came "from
above," although they were unable to see any vehicle or figure that could be identified.
Carlitos remarked that he saw a white contrail on 'the horizon similar to the ones left in the wake of jet
airliners.
The car and its occupants traveled a distance of some 200 meters with "everything lit up" around them.
The "brightness" disappeared as suddenly as it emerged. Darkness enveloped the road once more and the
car's headlights continued to illuminate a small area of the highway.
The Abdo family has still found no answer to this phenomenon. Only a few years ago, local residents
claimed having seen unidentified flying objects (UFOs). -CREDIT: Martha Rosenthal
July 2, 2005 - Prof. Ana Luisa Cid - MEXICO: IMAGES FROM JULY 2, 2005 - A UFO was
photographed on July 2, 2005 in Colonia Acueducto de Guadalupe, north of Mexico City, at 5:45pm.
According to the explanation offered by Mexican physicist and researcher Mario Torres Lujan, former
director of CONTACTO OVNI Magazine, the phenomenon of the so-called "invisible UFOS" is based on lowfrequency sounds and speed.
The scientist explains: "Strange structures are moving through the sky at high speeds, becoming
imperceptible to us. This oscillation may cause an infrasound imperceptible to the human ear, but somehow
perceptible by our brains' neurons, and that is the reason why witnesses press their cameras' shutters at a
given place and manage to capture images that the unaided eye could not see."
"This low-frequency sound is picked up by animals and for this reason we see alterations among them
during sightings. I definitely do not believe in the existence of chance UFOs ... rather, there is more of a
causality involved."- CREDIT: Prof. Ana Luisa Cid [www.analuisacid.com.mx]
July 5, 2005 - INEXPLICA TA, The Journal of Hispanic Utology - The 2002 Cattle Mutilation Wave in
Argentina was one of the great unexplained events of the early years of our new century. Even now, three
summers after that fateful season of animal carnage and human confusion, stories still emerge to bewilder us,
as this contribution received today from Raul Oscar Chaves of the CIUFOS-LaPampa organization.- The La
Pampa Human Mutilation by Raul Oscar Chaves- CIUFOS-LaPampa ©2005- It was the month of July
2002 when L.J.C., 45, burdened by a variety of problems, headed off to the western Pampas. Some 20 days
later, his body was found dangling from an ancient tree. He had committed suicide. The competent authorities
opened an investigation after the field's owner reported the grisly crime, and the coroner attested to the
person's sad demise. The story vanished quickly from the media after having been covered by the written
and electronic press.
This was also the time at which another inexplicable phenomenon appeared: the mutilation of all sorts of
animals throughout the length and breadth of the Pampean geography. Although the coroner attested to the
manner of death, he nonetheless came across a number of incisions and injuries that did not appear to
correspond to the cause of death, aside from the fact that the corpse's state did not fit the evidence.
What exactly was atypical and did not fit the established criteria?
Without a doubt it was the corpse's condition, which showed a considerable degree of desiccation,
described as "premature mummification," adding to this the absence of tissue, and skin from the left jaw and ear,
and a missing left ocular orb. It would later turn out that the genitals were also missing.
We were then facing a case of human mutilation, occurring around July 2002, with the discovery having
been made on August 13 of that year, as reported by the most important newspaper in Santa Rosa, La
Pampa, and the local television station. The coroner and the local pathologist, in their respective reports,
agreed that, "... the incisions were similar to the ones found on the mutilated animals" and that "... they had been
expecting to find a mutilated human at some point," due to the broad range of organisms affected at the time.
The report added that while "... climactic conditions affect the corpses, particularly with regard to the
absence of blood ... ," this appreciation was counterbalanced by the state of the human remains: "premature
and advanced mummification" only 20 days after death had occurred.
A question remained hanging in the air following one of the coroner's remarks after having discovered the
deceased: "... as are customary in the western Pampean region ... "
.
Was there more than a single case of human mutilation La Pampa?
There is videotaped material showing images of the mutilated victim, as well as the coroner's statements,
in the files of CIUFOS-LaPampa.
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Tessie pops up fo .. a n
afte..noon·appea..a nce
By Keith Sheffield

in the Tahoe World office Friday. ''There was no wake as it
.
Managin'g Editor
came toward us ."
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Each Tahoe Tessie sighting
described was the subject of a
adds to the mythology of .the
talk- · ~usos: Unidentified
lake's beloved legendary creaSwimming Objects"- in Januture.
ary 2004 by Dr. Charles GoldThe legend is so prevalent
man of the UC Davis Tahoe
that Beth Douglas, of SacraResearch Group.
mento, thought Tessie sightings
At that lecture, sponsored by
happen everyday in Tahoe.
the Squaw Valley Institute,
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Goldman spoke of a conference
blink at her friend Ron Tal· he held 20 years ago at the Unimage's reaction last Friday
versity of Nevada, Reno on the
aftern,oon to a dark shape undusubject of USOs. A number of
lating 'at the lake's surface aoout scientists there testified they had
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When Douglas replied that
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point, Goldman decidlook solid, Talmage flatly said
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"It was so cool," Douglas
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"Tessie"
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occurence."
Douglas and Talmage day
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Park
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dle splash
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from rocks thrown
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which in reality are only waves.
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Other theories about Tessie
postulate the creature could be a . real."'
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very large sturgeon.
to this article.
Sturgeon have been known
to reach 1,500 pounds and live
for up to 100 years, and could
have been introduced into the
lake with fish stockings over the
years, said Goldman. With more
than 5;{)00 prey fish in Lake
Tahoe, a massive sturgeon
would have plenty of foocl
supply to sustain it.
Just in case the
existence of a
giant
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stur.geon turns out to be
true, Goldman has given 'it a
scientific name - Acipenser
Tahoensis.
Despite that, Tessie was no
less real for Talmage and Douglas.
"There were no big boats (on
the water)," Talmage added. "I

Sturgeon image
courtesy of Or. Goldman

ARKANSAS TIMES, Uttle Rock, AR ·June 9, 2005

A dark and·hairy night
• If you live in Union County, that furry no-seeurn that keeps turning over your trashcan every
night might be something slightly bigger than
a hungry raccoon. It might be Bigfoot - or
so a witness told the Bigfoot ·Field Research
Organization (www.bfro.net).
An unidentified man told BFRO that around
8 p.m. May 7, while he and a female friend were
parked on a dead-end road about a quarter mile
from Highway 167 near ElDorado, he saw, about
15 yards away, a dark funy creature standing on
two legs. The witness reported that the creature
was between 4 feet and 5 feet tall, covered in
brown or black fur, and walked hunched over.

Though his female companion was looking
another way and didn't see the creature, she did
hear it crunching off into the underbrush.
"I can honestly say I have never seen anything
like that," the man wrote. ''We sat in the truck for
five minutes out of fear. I gassed it and left the
road quickly."
A· BFRO contact visited the Union County
a,rea on May 9, the w.ebsite reports, but found
only a well-worn game trail and no evidence
of Bigfoot. 'The only tracks I found were deer
and what looked J.ik.e coyote tracks;' she wrote.
BIGFOOT, OR BOGUS?: "I riever saw anything that I would consider a
The creature, as seen in Bigfoot track."
Could it be that folks down in oil country are 1 7
frames of video sfwt during a
jealous of the Delta's ivory-billed woodpecker?
purported 1965 sighting.

NEW$-TIMES, El Dorado, AR - May 31, 2005

moans attributed to Bigfoot
can be accessed on one of the
sites, which also includes an
audio recording of an authentic 9ll call from Washington
state, in which a panicked
homeowner . requests law
enforcement after he comes
face to face with one in his
own backyard.
Union County is far from
alone in its mysterious
encounters.
Investigations have been
launched by reports from
Columbia, Ouachita and
Drew County in South
Arkansas, North Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Mississippi and
Texas too.
In one GCBRO report, a
Columbia County hunter
shared encounters, secondhand information from the
past 20 years and claimed to
have retrieved dark tufts of
hair lodged high among broken tree limbs.
In 1992, a Ouachita County
woman cleaning a family
cemetery, saw a tall, dark,
hair-covered figured watching her from the wood line.
"I stared - petrified - at the
figure long enough to run
through the possibilities of
what it might be," she wrote
in her entry.
After staring at the figure
"for what seemed like an eternity," the woman turned her
back and accepted her fate.
"None came," she wrote. "I
turned back to face the thing,
and it was gone. I made a

'Bigfoot' sighting brings investigators to Union County
reported the latest encounter. - and
Staff
to search the site on Victor Dumas
n Arkansas, when we hear talk Road where the sighting allegedly
of Bigfoot, we think of Fouke, occurred.
and its highly-publicized, tradeIn his written submission, the
unnamed man told investigators that
mark "monster."
So prevalent are sightings and stohe and a friend were
parked at the
ries about Miller County's Fouke
monster, it was featured in its own
end of the
low-budget movie, "The Legend of
dead - end
road, sitting
Boggy Creek" (and the two ensuing
on the tail. sequels).
Though they are known by. a varigate of his
truck,
ety of other names, these mysterious
which was
creatures have been casually dubbed
facing the
"Bigfoot," because of the abnormally .
woods .
large footprints found near some
Happening·
eye-witness sightings.
around
8
Considering that only two counp.m., there
ties separate Miller and Union
vas
just
County, it may not come as a surenough sunprise that Union County has had its
light remainown share of Bigfoot sightings - the
ing in the day
most recent being May 7, 2005.
to clearly see,
According to the Bigfoot Field
the
witness
Researchers
Organization
(www.bfro.net) and the Gulf Coast
reported.
Approaching
Bigfoot Researchers Organization
the passenger side
websites, UnJon County has had at
least six submitted Bigfoot encoun- door of his truck to retrieve his cell
ters. Most occurred in woodlands phone, the man said, he glanced up
and bottoms along the route of U.S. to see on the left side of the road a
167, but several have been reported fur-covered creature about 15 yards
near heavily wooded timberlands away.
"With great speed, it ran across the
along the Ouachita River north of
Smackover and to the east of El narrow road, and paused when it got
Dorado near Strong.
to the other side," he stated in his
In a report (No. ll632) posted on account.
th.e BFRO website, investigators
The man said the dark, hairy creawere sent to El Dorado May 9th to . ture was stocky, hunched over and
interview the "young man" who walked on two feet. Standing only
By TONI WALTHAll
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about 5 feet tall, the creature ran
with "great speed," according to this
account.
· The other witness, who had
remained seated on the tailgate, did
not see the creature, but she claims
to have heard the loud noise that
was ·made as it darted off into the
woods.
A strong, foul odor, said to be reminiscent of a skunk or decaying ani- ·
mal, is often noticed even before a
sighting occurs, according to information from the website. There was
· no odor associated with the Victor
Dumas Road sighting, according to
the report.
In his initial submission, the man
made reference to the unusually
short stature of the hairy being and
posed the question, "Do you think
this may be a young Sasquatch?"
Sasquatch is just one of the .many
names of Native American derivation used to refer to Bigfoot. .
·
The investigators' comments indicated they believed the man was
"sincere."
It wa5 also noted that the young
man returned to the site with friends
the next day looking for any signs to
verify his experience.
There was no related evidence ·
found the day of the investigation.
Looking through the databases,
Arkansas has 53 documented sight:ings. Miller County has the most on
the BFRO database, followed by
Saline County. Baxter County and
Union County are tied.
One of . the more interesting
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accounts recorded in Union County S~W a Bigfoot in the swamps near
occurred the summer of 1975. Two Parkers Chapel in the late 1980s. The
boys, aged 15 and ll, were riding on a man recalled how the two boys had
motorcycle trail in the woods smelled horrible odors in those
around Bayou D'Loutre, just off same piney woods and saw unusualSunset Road (before the U.S. 82 ly. large and peculiar piles of excrement that he couldn't link to any
bypass was built).
The two boys had ventured deep other animal
In the summer of 1973, an ll-yearinto the woods, against their parents' wishes. They had just crossed a old boy had an encounter in Union
medium-sized creek when the oldest County with something he believed
to be a Sasquatch. Camping with his
boy looked westward, into the sun.
"I saw an 8-foot black figure star- . family in the Ouachita River boting at us behind. a pine tree trunk. toms; near Eagle Lake, the boy voland tb,en jumping behind it as unteered to stay behind to gather
though it was .playing hide-and-go- fire wood, while everyone else was
out catching fish .for dinner.
seek,". he wrote.
The GCBRO website account
The creature was described as
very thin for its stature. It's hair claims that something started mak. ing gibberish noises. that he said
.
hung close to the body.
Both boys decided it was time· to sounded like a Tibetan woman aucleave. They jumped on their bikes tioneer. It was loud arid fast, reverand high-tailed it back the direction berating through the bottoms like it
was a large gymriasium. It happened
they had come.
"I· never looked behind me again, three times, he said. The boy, now a
becaus.e l was near panic," the man grown man, said he has heard panwrote. ·
ther' screams, coyotes, hoot owls,
After crossing the creek, the older wolves, alligators and bears, but he,
boy, who was riding behind the to this day, has never heard anything
·
smaller boy, started hearing the . like that sound again.
Perusing various related websites,
pounding of feet behind him.
He claimed he could feel the vibra- one can see thousands of documenttion from the pounding of the last ed sightings from areas across the
several steps through his handle- nation. Most are investigated. A
bars. The two peddled ever faster, as large map shows specks of color dotone of them saw a movement of ting states across the nation - indiblack tci. his left. The two friends cating places where Bigfoot encouncompleted the rest of the shaky jour- ters have happened.
Audio tracks of odd howls and
ney home without speaking.
This man also claims to have met a
man from Rogers, whose best friend
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hasty retreat back to my car."
The woman told investigators that her mother was
raised in those woods, and
never heard of any such
encounters.
In the late 1950s, on a hot
mid-August day, three siblings
saw what they recognized as a
Bigfoot swimming in the
pond behind their rural Drew
County home. The 10-year ~
old brother ran back to the
house to get a gun. He
returned in time to fire a shot
at the creature, who could
stay under water for long
periods of time and swim at a
pretty good clip. They
believed the bullet hit the target, but men, who came and
searched the pond and the
surrounding ·area after the
incident could fmd nothing.
There have been thousands
of
credible
eyewitness
accounts of Sasquatch sightings in the past 100 years,
according to officials at
BFRO. But some reports
extend back several centuries.
The sites describe either
sightings from a distance or
close range encounters, with
some describing situations
where backpackers
and
campers
have
been
approached at night or followed (paralleled) along a
trail.
Sasquatches have had many
opportunities
to
attack
humans. However, there are
no modern reports of humans
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COMMERCIAL-NEWS, Danville, IL - May 21, 2005

CR: M. Hall

J\ iJ THO R INSPIRATION

Giant 'bird' leaves giant impression on local man
People
Mary
Wicoff

MATT HueNER/CoM~~t RCIAL·N!ws

John Walker reviews some of his water
colors he has been working on for his
upcoming book on Thunderbirds.

The incident took 15 or 30 sec·
onds. But it left an impression on
John D. Walker for the rest of his
life.
In 1977. Walker and a friend
spotted a creature. which he de·
scribes as a giant bird. in the sky
over Poland Road east of the air·
port. That. image of a bird with a
20-fwt wingspan gliding over the
trees has stayed with him.
The experience has prompted
him to do extensive research to
find out exactly what the bird was.
When asked if it could have
been a turkey vulture or condor.
Walker said adamantly, "Ab·
solutely not."

MERIDIAN BOOSTER, Lloydmlnster, Alberta, Canada - June 15, 2005

Mutilated cow found near Paradise Hill
by Kirk Sibbald
He stops short of pointing the
finger at aUens, but Ray Rlguldel
swears what he saw In his pasture
last Friday evening couldn't have
been done by humans or animals.
Rlguldel, 68, has been farming
near Paradise Hill his entire life.
During that time he's lost his share of
cattle under various drGumstances,
but the tO-year-old cow he lost this
weekend was far different from the
rest. The udder was gone, one eye
and ear had been removed and the
sex organs were torn away. The
remaining 50 or so cattle In the
pasture had congregated as far
away from the corpse as possible.
· There were no tire tracks or
footprints. There was no sign of a
struggle.
Perhaps most bizarre, however,
was a glaring lad of blood despite
the numerous and carefully Grafted
lndslons Into the carGasS.
"When you see a cow go down,
you go look, but I didn't have to
look twice." said Rlguldel. "There was
a guy with me, and we both popped
our eyes.
"I've heard about
(cow
mutilations) before, but It never
really sunk ln." he said. "But It's sunk
In now. It's real."
(A)w mutilations are a relatively
reGent phenomenon, with the
earliest documented cases dating
back to the mid- t900s. While cows
have been the main targets In the
cases reported throughout North
America, less frequent victims have
Included deer. elk, horses, lambs
and dogs.
In some cases, UFO slghtings have
been reported near the mutilation
sites. And even though skeptics will
scoff at these extra-terrestrial
ac.c.ounts, no survelllance team has
ever come up with any rational
explanation for what took place.
After talking to a friend, Rlguldel
was encouraged to call Fernand
Belzll, a rancher from St. Paul who's
been Investigating cow mutilations
for the past eight years.
Belzll- commonly known around
St. Paul as the 'UFO guy' - has done
documentaries on his findings with
The Fifth Estate and Ufe Network.
He's conducted numerous radio
Interviews with stations throughout
North AmeriGa, and has put
together an hour-and-a-half
presentation he gives In
communities throughout Canada.
Another documentary with Red
Star Films from Halifax Is In the
works and should be completed
later this summer. Although he gets
paid for presentations and the town
of St. Paul has offered to pay the gas
bills he lnGurs traveling to
Investigations, Belzll doesn't c:harge
lndMdual farmers a cent.
"The reason I get so much
publldty Is because I'm the only

(mutilation Investigator) In Canada."
said Belzll.
"I'm the type of guy you don't ask
what's new, because I could
probably bore you for an hour or

two:

Belzll visited Rlguldel's farm this
past Sunday, and based on his Initial
observations, he thinks the mutilation
Is authentic. - meaning not the work
of predators or a human hoax.
Upon visiting a mutilation site,
Belzll uses a metal detector, Geiger
counter and compass to record any
abnormal electric, magnetic and
radioactive properties. He also takes
soil samples from around the animal
along with a controlled sample from
35 rneqes away - and sends ail the
evtdenGe he obtains to a lab In,
MIGhlgan for testing.
In most cases, he says the Gulprlts
usually take the tongue, one ear,
one eye and the udder. Sex organs
such as the scrotum, rectum and
uterus are also routinely amputated.
Predators, birds and other animals
generally won't come near the
mutilated carcass for anywhere
from a few days to upwards of a
month.
Although Belzll has ranched for
years, none of his cattle have ever
been harmed - although one did
mysteriously disappear many years
ago - and he has never personally
seen a UFO. His Interest in these
less-than-ordinary Investigations
started after visiting a mutilation site
In Makwa, Sask.
"It just kind of snowballed from
there. and It's been one hell of a deal
ever since." said Belzll. "It kind of
Just opened up a can of worms.
"I guess I believe In UFOs, but I'd
sure like to see one first," he said.
"We're naive to believe we're alone
In this universe, but I guess that's just
my opinion."
George Larre, another rancher
about 32 kilometres south of
Rlguldel's farm, had a similar
mutilation take place about five
years ago. While the scene Itself was
gruesome enough, he said the
behaviour of other animals In the
area was equally disconcerting.
"The first thing I noticed was her
calf wasn't there, none of the cattle
were there. They had all moved to
the far end of the pasture and didn't
come baGk for tO days to two
weeks." said l..arre, 59.
' I went there, and there was no
sign of absolutely anything. But
there was a fair bit of pasture that
year, so If anyone went there with a
vehicle, there should have been
tracks or something, and there
wasn't." he said.
Although Larre didn't put muGh
faith In extra-terrestrial life before
this lnddent, he doesn't think these
stories are so far-fetched any more.

It had an eagle-shaped head.
but it was so much bigger than
an eagle or hawk, he said.
He suspects it was the man·
eating thunderbird cited in Na·
tive American legends.
Walker was 17 when he and a
frieAd saw the bird coming over a
treeline. They were out hunting
and had their rifles at hand, but
didn't shoot. He estimated the
bird's length from shoulders to
tail as about 5 feet.
"The wings were so full you
couldn't see the tail feathers," he
said.
The bird was headed north
and didn't look at the teens as it

glided past. They just had a feel ·
ing to stay still so they wouldn't
be attacked.
"It was the most bizarre thing
to happen to me in my life as far
as hunting. It was like walking
into Jurassic Park." he said. "We
didn't catch anything that day.
but we came back with the
biggest story.
"Even to this day, I can't be·
lieve it."
. The boys didn't tell anyone ex·
cept their close friends because
they figured no one would believe
them.
But now, at age 50, Walker wants
to translate that experience into
a children's picture book.
He all..eady has completed
most of the watercolor pictures
showing the events of that late·
summer day. He still needs a
publisher. however.
His purpose is to share an in·
teresting.story with children
and to warn adults that such a
creature could exist. ·
"It is a rare thing," he said,
"but it can be a danger to either
children or adults:
In 1977, a 10-year-old boy in
Lawndale re~rted that a huge
bird swooped down and nabbed
him. carrying him. a short dis·
tance. His shouts brought out
his mother, and the bird
dropped him.
Walker also wants to raise
awareness and hopes to spur in·
terest in research into the bird's
habits.
As a bird lover. I'd like to
think that such creatures have
evolved from prehistoric times
and still survive somewhere.
However, bird enthusiast
Marilyn Campbell of Danville
states matter-of·factly: "There's
no bird strong enough to pick
up a 10-year-old child. There's
no bird living that's as large as
he described."
Campbell. director of the
Illinois Audubon Society, said
it's difficult to estimate the size
of birds when they're flying
overhead. The bird might have
looked huge to a teen on the
ground.
It was probably a turkey vul·
ture. which is the biggest bird
around here, she said. Eagles
weren't in this area at that time.
The bird with the biggest
wingspan is the wandering.alba·
tross. which has a wingspan of
'If you haven't seen It, I wouldn't
expect anyone to believe it. But If
you really see for yourself, and you
understand what coyotes will do,
you know It's not predators," he
said. "Some people say It's from up
above, and I don't know. I'm not
going to say It Is or It Isn't. But
when you see absolutely no clues
and no reason, you really have to
wonder."
Rtguldel said he plans to leave the
rotting corpse In his pasture to see If
any birds or animals will start
feeding on the carcass. But since
Friday, other other than some
Interested neighbours and a few flies
have even come close.

12 feet and weighs 15 pounds.
The next largest is the Cali for·
nia condor. whose wingspan is 9
feet and weight is 20 pounds.
But. Campbell said, "Even a
condor at 20 pounds is not going
to pick up a 10-year-old child."
And the albatross spends all
its time over the ocean.
Referring to Walker, she
said, "His claims don't hold up
to the facts of what we know
about modern-day birds."
Walker sticks to his story. He
says the best book he's seen on
thunderbirds is Mark Hall's
"Thunderbirds: The Living Legend of Giant Birds.·
Hall's Web site is http:/ I
home.attnetF mhall.bigbirds/.
Walker, who has worked as a
real estate broker, also has
written a manuscript "500
Homes System;" which gives
formulas and suidelines for
buying and selling homes, and ·
is looking for a publisher.
His father was Donald W.
Walker, a Danville firefighter.
and his grandfather was john
Walker. who ran for mayor in
1939 and once served as presi·
dent of the Danville Area
Board of Realtors.
·
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AI. DIAt/HERALD STAFF

ON THE PROWL: David Shealy is devoted to proving the existence. of
·t he Florida skunk ape, which he claims to have seen three times.

EVOLUTION OF.A LEGEND
Self-styled expert tries to make a living off the Florida
skunk ape, a fabled creature that may or may .not exist

AL DIAZ/HERALD STAFF

ASK ABOUT OUR SKUNK APE: David Shealy hopes to lure
customers to his campground along U.S. 41 in Ochopee.

BY CARA BUCKLEY
cbuckley@herald.com

OCHOPEE - David Shealy's
life mission is singular, a little
lonely, and sometimes jinxes
him with the ladies. None of this
may be surprising, given that for
more than a decade Shealy has
tried to convince the world that
outsized, lu.m bering ape-men
call the Everglades home.
"It opens up a whole. Pando~
ra's ·b ox of .b ull---," Shealy, 41,
conceded one recent sweltering
morning as the sun mad'e soup
out of the air in Ochopee, ·a blip
of a town in Big Cypress Nation- .
al Preserve, 30-odd miles west of
EXCLUSIVE: David Shealy took a
the Miami-Dade County line.
photo of a hairy creature In the
Shealy is the self-appointed
Everglades in the 1990s. .
world expert on the Florida
skunk ape, a legendary seven"It serves the tourist profoot-tall mangy' creature and
motion business best as legpresumable cousin of Bigfoot,
end," Jim Coletta, a county
Sasquatch, Yowie, the Abomicommissioner, wrote in a solnable Snowman, el Chupacaemn
consolation letter.
bra, · Harry of Hendersons
fame and possibly Chewbacca
COULD IT BE?
the Wookiee.
Shealy's efforts drum .up a
The skunk ape, alias
mixed local response. Staff
swamp ape, apparently smells .
members at nearby Everlike bad eggs and goat dung,
glades City's visitors center
an odor attributed to its poor
roil their eyes at the mention
bathing habits and penchant
of his name. A young woman
·for sulfurous alligator caves.
at another tourist spot said
Tales of its existence perco~
the skunk ape was hooey, but campground steadily lost
Statewide · sightings had
lated in Everglades City and
noted Shealy's parties rocked. business- to Big Cypress been reported before, though
points north for a hundredDebbie Hooks, a waitress at National Preserve, which all some turned out to be nioriplus years, with various peothe Oak House restaurant, but subsumed their tiny town. keys on the loose.
ple - including a busload of
said the Shealys were odd to . Shealy left school after the · "There's plenty of evihighly excited British tourists
start
with, and that kids used seventh grade and later began dence, but no scientific
who swore the creature
to pick on them on the school running bales of marijuana proof," said Bob Carr, execurevealed itself to them in 1997
bus.
through the Everglades. After tive director of the Archaeo·- finding massive footprints
"It's a joke," she said of the
marrying in his teens, he had a logical and Historical Conserand claiming sightings.
skunk ape. "It's one of them in · kid, got divorced and wa~ vancy in Davie. "But Dave has
a monkey suit."
MONKEY BUSINESS
busted in 1989 for possessing done a heck of a job to proBut others, reflecting the 30,000 pounds of pot.
mote it."
But Shealy, tall, lanky and
almost
gothic,
Old
Florida
air
Three years in a federal
goatced, a man rarely seen
Another expert, Dr. Jeffrey
that
still
permeates
Ever.
without his snakebite-proof
prison left him eager to start Meldrum, an associate prOfesglades
City,
believe
a
darkly
anew. But the campground sor in biological science at
boots, is the first to make the
mysterious and otherworidly
Florida skunk ape a full-time,
struggled, and does so still, I?aho State University, said
creature
could
lurk
.
in
the
even after the brothers added he has seen compelling, extraif struggling, business. He
swamps.
a motley coterie of abandoned large footprints before, ~orne
guesses about seven apes
Floyd Brown, a 67-year-old
and .donated emus, lizards, with textured imprints of
wander about Florida; with
wizened,
devout
drinker,
said
.
mud puppies, pythons, cocka- skin, from the Pacific NorthMiami-Dade's expansion
old-timers always .avoided
flushing them his way.
tiels, alligators and goats. Jack west and southern Georgia.
certain
areas
for
fear
of
an
"I don't have a choice to
Shealy is curremly facing ani- But a cast footprint from
apelike .beast.
mal cruelty charges, which his Shealy, obtained by a cryptobelieve, because I've seen him
Sandy
Steele,
a
clerk
at
brother says are unsubstanti- :zoologist, .left . him unconthree times," said Shealy, blue
Glades Haven Grocery Store,
eyes a-twinkle beneath the
ated, for allegedly trying to -vin~ed.
said grown men often return lure a sick panther with a
brim of his gator-tooth-em·. "Ii was not anatomically
shaken fro~ expeditions to
bossed, black leather outback
tied-up goat.
satisfying that this was left by
isolated, mangrove-blanketed
hat.
In the mid-1990s, Shealy a .living animal," Meldrum
islands.
Shealy sells skunk ape baH
began pursuing skunk ape said.
"You hear bloodcurdling
caps, camouflage '!-shirts and
lore, with dreams of spinning
Shealy, for his part, swears
screams,
things
you
can't
legend into ·gold. He made that he is neither the skunk
bumper stickers in the curio
describe," Steele said. "Mayb~
plaster casts out of purported ape nor a hoaxer, evim though
shop run by his brother, Jack,
things got stranded on. those
anhe pair's dusty, sprawling
footprints and tacked sign, he ·k eeps 13 assorted gorilla
islands. I wouldn't be sur"Skunk Ape Research Head- masks pinned to his bedroom
campgrounfi in Ochopee on .
prised."
,quarters," onto the gift shop.
the Tamiaini Trail. He hosts a
wall.and:donned an ape suit to
Shealy SAid he has spcJtted
somewhat annual Skunk Ape
reenact the beast for the TV
the
creature
thrice:
first
when
SOME
SIGHTINGS
Festival, replete with bands
show Unsolved Mysteries.
he
wa~ '10,. second in 1987
·A few years late~. a bus~oad
and hippies. He talkS the creawhen he was up a tree in a
of British tourists returned INSTEP
ture up oli local radio. He
deer. blind, and lastly four or
believes the skunk ape legend
from a:n Everglades excursion
.Curiously, Shealy seems to
five years ago. He shot pic- in a tizzy: Something tall and
could bolster tourism for Colidentify with the creature,
. tures and later ·videptape,
lier County; and once conhairy appeared on ·a dusty too.
which he said he sold to a .Calvinced it$ Tourist Develop:road roughly two miles from
On a recent drive past the
ifornia man for $10,000.
ment Council to part wi'th
the brothers' gut shop. A park visitors center, he muttered,
His
transformation
into
a
$44,000 for a skunk ape hunt· ·ranger later admitted to spot.self-styled Skunk Ape Hunter ting .· something similar "They don't like the skunk
ing expedition, . a plan the
ape there." ·Once he interbegan a decade ago. Life· had
County Commission shot
nearby, too.
never been easy. The Shealys'
down.

a

rupted a County Commission
meetipg with the howl, ·"No
one likes the skunk ape!"
Now though, after years of
dead ends, Shealy's ship may
be coming in. After performing at ·a Skunk Ape Festival,
Nate Martin, a local musician,
made a film about Shealy's
skunk ape ·quest.
Footage includes Shealy
setting out piles of wet lima
beans to entice the creature,
Shealy locating a tuft of long
brown hair on a wire fence "Yep, definitely a skunk ape!"
Shealy announces after taking
a deep whiff- and the creature itself, tall, lanky and
slightly auburn, bounding
through the woods.
· The fllm debuted last week
at a Marco Island club and
was apparently warmly met.
Shealy said he could barely
keep up with demand for his
T-~hirts, the backer started
talking about film festival distribution, and David Letterman's show called.
"It's all good, so many people came. People came from
Lion Country Safari," an .ebullient Shealy said. "The movie
is the biggest thing that ever
happened outside of getting
,busted."
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